
The Library Book Parade
WHEG

January 31,
5:00 P.M.

Drums

Announcer: Here cornea the Library Book Parade.

Provlns:

Good afternoon ladies and gentlemen. This is LeRoy Provins

leading the Library Book Parade, a weekly program about books

and authors sponsored by the Rochester Public Library.

Twenty years ago this broadcast would not have been possible.

I am not referring to the mechanics of broadcasting, either; I am

referring to the subject of the talk: H. L. Mencken. Twenty

years ago the name H. L. Mencken was the proverbial red flag

to the eyes of the righteous, the godly, the respectable.

Certainly no public library that wanted to retain its respectability

would entertain even remotely the idea of talking about the sage

of Baltimore. In those now incredible times immediately following

the World War, Mencken was a great force in the country; the

measure of his importance can partially be Judged by the measure

of opposition and hate he inspired.

But today the story is different, almost pathetically so.

Indeed, I would have no reason to talk about Mencken this afternoon

were it not for one fact; that he has written the first installment

of hi8 autobiography, and has made of it an uncommonly good Job.

The book was published a week or so ago under the title, "Happy

days," and recounts only his first twelve years of life. You

may immediately ask with Justice why any man's early youth is

worth an entire book; my answer is that no man's youth is worth

that much reading. What Menoken does to Justify his book is to
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tell the story of his youth against the background of Baltimore

from lggo ta 1392, or as a Jacket blurb correctly claims, "This

book offers the record, not only of the man whose name is signed

to it, but also of a whole era, now fast fading into the shadows

of forgotten history.11

It will be widely read more for its link with the past than

because of its revelations about its author. It will have the

same appeal that "Country Lawyer" by Bellamy Partridge has; and

to my mind, HHappy days" is definitely superior to "Country Lawyer."

Mr. Mencken has this to say about his own book, MIt has, so

far as I can make out, no psychological, sociological, or polltco-

economic significance. My early life was placid, secure, uneventful

and happy. I remember, of course, some griefs and alarms, but

they were trivial and vanished quickly* There was never an instant

in my childhood when I doubted my father's capacity to resolve

any difficulties that menaced me, or to beat off any danger. He

was always th« center of his small world, and in my eyes a man

of endless power and resourcefulness. I was a larva of the

comfortable and oomplacent bourgeoisie, though I was quite

unaware of the fact until I was along in my teens, and had begun

to read Indignant books."

In hi8 speculation over whether or not he will continue his

life story, Mr. Mencken reflects thus on his sixty years: he

writes, MIf I had my life to live over again I don't think I'd

change it in any particular of the slightest consequence. I'd

choose the same parents, the same birthplace, the same education

(with maybe a few improvements here, chiefly in the direction of

foreign languages, ) the same trade, the same Jobs, the same
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income, the same politics, the same wife, the same friends, and

(even though it may sound like a mere effort to shock humanity),

the same relatives.11

That is Mr. Mencken's Judgment of his life; no matter what

you and I may think of it, he is obviously satisfied.

After a first chapter telling of his introduction to the

universe, Mr. Mencken begins th© story of his early education.

He attended "F. Knapp's Institute, a seminary that catered to

the boys and girls of the Baltimore middle-class for more than

sixty years. It was already beginning, in 1S&6, to feel the

competition of the public schools, but Professor Knapp was not

alarmed, for he firmly believed, and often predicted, that the

public schools would collapse soon or late under the weight

of their own inherent and incurable infamy. They were fit,

he argued freely, only for dealing with boys too stupid, too

lazy, too sassy or too dirty to be admitted to such academies

as his own. As for sending girls to them, he simply could

not imagine it; as well shame and degrade the poor angels by

outting off their pigtails or putting them into pants."

Aside from his violent dislike of the public school, Mencken

remembers his first professor as a "very mild and even amiable

man, and much more diligent at praise than at blame. The front

of his coat was dusty with ohalk, and his hands so caked with

it that he had to blow it off every time he took snuff." The

old professor, in the days when Mencken knew him, had begun to

restrict his personal teaohing to a few extra abstruse subjects,

such as fractions, but he always lined up all the boys for

inspection in the morning, and he led both the boys and girls
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ln the singing that opened every day's session. The songs vzere

ohiefly G-erman favorites of the professor's youth. • .most of

the pupils knew very little German, though they were taught it

fiercely, but they all managed to sing the songs.

Mr. Mencken spends considerable time writing about his

boyhood school days, and particularly well does he remember

the annual picnic that students, teachers, and parents all

attended. It was the one time in the year when he could eat all

the hot dogs and drink all the sarsaparilla that he wanted. To

these outings General Ferdinand C. Latrobe, Mayor of Baltimore

for seven terms always came to make a speech. Since the professor

was German, the mayor devoted himself courteously to whooping

up the unparalieded virtues of the German people, and to revealing

the fact that he was partly German. Mencken aays that in later

years when he was newspaper reporter, he heard the good mayor

make speeches olalming not only Irish, Scotch, Welsh, Dutch and

other such relatively plausible bloods, but also Polish, Bohemian,

Lithuanian, Italian, Swedish, Greek, Spanish and even Jewish.

Unable by the current mores to boast of African ancestry, he

consoled his Negro customers by speaking highly of Lincoln, whom

he described as a Republican with a Democratic ear. The best he

could do for the Chinese was to quote the analects of Confucius.

"The Baltimore of the eighties,11 writes Mr. Mencken, "was

a noisy town, for the impact of iron wagon tires on hard cobble-

stones was almost like that of a hammer on an anvil.w Surprisingly

he adds that Hln every way city life was much noisier than than

it is now." Grass grew between the cobblestones, but not because

of any change in political adiainletrations. "Baltlmoreans of that
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era took a fierce, defiant pride in the (rural) aspects of

their oity. They would boast that it was the only great seaport

on earth in which dandelions grew in the streets in spring.

They believed that all such vegetation was healthful, and kept down

chills and fevers,"

On the whole, Baltimore of that era was the most admired

city in the country; visiting Englishmen who had only harsh words

for New York and Boston, found Baltimore to their liking.

Particularly was the food good, and Mr. Mencken has never forgotten

it and never lost his interest in it. He is today famous as

gourmet, and to be invited to dine with him is an experience

never forgotten. Shad roe was given away in Baltimore in the

eighties, and any man could easily catch enough crabs to feed

his family for two days* When the price of a shad large enough

to feed an entire family was raised from forty to fifty cents,

young Mencken•s father predicted: the "Republic will never

survive the Nineteenth Century." One of the author's particular

pleasure of eating as a child was stewed blackberries, spread

while atill warm on home-made bread, alno still warm."

Perhaps the only unusual or peculiar thing about H. L.

Mencken as a little boy he tells in his ohapter, Larval Stage of

a Bookworm. It ie this: he could not read the dime novels so

popular then with most boys. A friend who aspired to be a train

robber urged him to try them, but they only made him laugh.

Horatio Alger and Oliver Optic could not hold him for more than

the first few pages. It was not until he found in his father*s

book case a set of Mark Twain that his real reading career began.

The discovery of "Huckleberry Finn," he writes, was probably the

most stupendous event of his life.
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In HHappy days" H. L. Mencken tells a great deal about his

boyhood and the environment in which he spent it. It18 a humorous,

good natured, and above all, a happy story. You may not care a

hoot about H. L. Mencken, but you can still be enthusiastic over

his story, flHappy days." And as one critic remarks, he feels

almost impertinent when he reminds you that a book by Mencken is

well and distinctively written.

Mr. Mencken has written many other books; in fact, he has

largely spent his life and earned his living by words. For the

greater number of his years he has been a Journalist, identified

with the Baltimore Sun. He, along with George Jean Nathan began

the magazine American Mercury in 1924-, and Menoken remained as

editor until 1933-

The influence of H. L. Mencken reached its zenith in the

few years immediately following the World War. He was the great

cynic, the unbeliever who scoffed and raooked at all the taboos,

the prejudices, the pet beliefs of traditional America. Louie

Kronenberger says that Mencken's biting raookery of those who

made our laws, our culture, and our social sanctions electrified

an age that had few pioneers. College professors, shocked at

his view of life and insulted by his view of themselves, virtually

regarded him as Antichrist. Women's clubs put off discussing

him from year to year. Right-thinking business men disposed of

him as a Bolshevik." The new generation produced by the war,

however, accepted him as their spokesman of disbelief. He quickly

won an enormous following.

By hi8 attacks on many outmoded and hypocritical beliefs

and institutions, Mencken undoubtedly accomplished a great deal

in hastening changed and corrections. Critics of Mencken's life
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who survey it now from this calm present say there were two

principal defects. These defects have largely caused his now

obscure and unimportant part in American life. First, his whole

attitude was one of amusee, indifferent contempt. What he liked

wan M n noise and the fun of battle. The outcome of the battle

never interested him. He had no program to suggest for America,

and he encouraged no one else to attempt a program. This

attitude of complete negation was not made of enduring stuff.

The second defect was thie: as time went on, H. L. Mencken's

tone became one of unredeemed cynicism. He became a man who

did not want to believe anything. He could attack all sides

of all questions with equal venom. He appeared too much in the

role of the man who must disagree with and shook the world at

the exnense of any idea, good or bad, noble or ignoble. Menoken

as a critic and cynic can best and most easily be read in his

series of Prejudices; I think there are six books in the series.

Perhaps, however, we shall all find a new interest in this

remarkable man's life if he continues to tell the story of it

himself.

He has written one book which will endure as long as the

English language is spoken. That book is "The American Language.11

It is the best book that oan be had on the development of the

English language in America. It is at one and the same time a

piece of thorough, scientific scholarship, and a highly diverting,

entertaining volume to read. Clifton Fadiaan once said of "The

American language" that itfe "Bangful of eound logio, sound humor,

sound taste and eound prose." Harry Hansen in the World-Telegram

adds that it is the "moat reliable, informing and entertaining

book ever written about the words we use, the way we speak, and
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how these words betray us.*1

"The American language" was first published in 1919, and

has now gone through four editions, the latest in 1936, when it

was almost entirely rewritten. In his first three editions,

Mencken argued that the differences between American English

and British English would go on increasing. It is interesting

to note that he has changed his mind. He writes that the

"Englishman of late has yielded so much to American example,

in vocabulary, in idiora, in spelling and even in pronouneiatlon,

that what hs speaks promises to become, on some not too remote

tomorrow, a kind of dialect of American, Just as the language

spoken by the American was once a dialect of English. If only

by the force of numbers, the Americans are bound to exert a

dominant influence upon the course of the common language

hereafter.11

I suggest that some acquaintance with "The American Language"

by H. L. Mencken would be interesting to a great many people.
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/ The Library Bcok
WHKC

December tfl 1939
10115 A.M.

Drums

Announceri Here comes the Library Book Parade.

ProTlnai

Good morning;, ladies and ^entleraan. This 1* Leftoy Provins

lending the Library Book Parade, a weekly program about books

and authors sponsored by tho Hoohenter Public Library.

I loft the Main Library building only a few minuted ago

and I now fe«l a great deal like a sedate Santa fllaus. * aw

worry that I didn't ask the sound effect* roan for a string of

sleigh bells to keet> beside me here at the desk so that I

could rttttXa them oooaalonally. The reason for all this

Christmas exubejranoe on the part of a librarian is the combined

Chriotmafl show ready to open in the *ain Library onday Horning,

and I hare Just left the hustle and bustle of its preparation.

Only a side-show barker dressed in a Banta Claus outfit would

be sufficient right now — someone who oould cry, "Hurry, hurry,

hurry to the combined Ohristm«*e show in the Main Library, 115

South Avenue — Admission fre«, as usual." But that's just the

onrnlVAl in me warring with the library.

Let me take you brck a bit In the history of this «ff«lr.

A good mony weeks ago John Adams Lowe, the Director of libraries,

Invited the garden olubs of the city to bring into the ^aln

Library next week th«lr Ideas for Christmas decorations for the

home. These decorations wsre to be inexpensive, *nd JUS far as

possible were to be n*w and intelllgsnt in their uses of material*

?r. Lowe hoped th«t an exhibit of these holiday decorations would
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serve two purposes: It would be attractive *nd Interacting to

look at, and it would be useful to other* simply to copy or as

Inspiration to accompli«h other individual d#«ior«tlons. *ellt

seventeen garden elub* accepted the invitmtlon and next week

will help wake the library building festive. Fart of the

decorations will be in the wall oases that line the second

floor; don't overlook those*

The second pert of the Christmas show is books* ®hmn we

learned of the Christmas dcworrtlons* we deelded to add to the

spirit of the week by arranging an exhibit of books, Books

whioh we would suggest as Ghristm*** gifts for the whole family

fro* the child who still limits himself to looking nt t>ietur*s

tip to grandmother who may w*nt to resfi the latest novel or find

a new quilting pattern, all depending on grandmother. B#tw##n

th^ Chrlstis^e bookf* and the Ohrlstsmg deooration«i in the main

ha!lt th« library reood 1«< distinctly a holiday one»

^o far I have seen only one exhibit of the Christmas

decorations9 since the others ar» not yet In place. That one

is by the Cloverd«l#» harden Club, end if the others impress me

as smch a* It, then X mm «sure that for m# *t lenst the whole

ider will be a suoce«s* In one of the second floor wall cases,

the (?lovard*1» Club has pieced a wreath and two rleces which

X am told are swags, long spray-Uke affaire that on* hangs on

the wall or in the glass panels of doorways* they sound rather

ordinary, but I a*«ure you they are not. They are beautiful

creations in the well known but distinctive style of the old

Florentine sculptor, dalle Robbie. you know hie terre ootta

creations, nost faaillar his bambiro in swaddling clothes set

in a circular plaque.
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, tint, the CioverdRle Club Indies h*ve made their

pieces out of the leaves of the hemlook and the cedar, strong,

dark green leaves. And then, In artistic arrangement, they

hare woven Into the leaves roal fruits — persimmons, prickly

pears, pomegrantes, lemons, grapes, and kumquats. These fruits

have been dlnped In white shellaok to preserve them, and they

oufht to last through the Christmas season. It's difficult to

give you an lde» of the original beauty of these creations,

but I can tell you how wiioh they cost the ladles to make— §8,35,

In all, there are to be 1? clubs. I have no hesitation In

inviting all of you to make a special trip to the library this

coming week simply to see the Christmas decorations for your

homes that the Garden Clubs suggest.

As beautiful as they are, however, I leave the garden club

holf of the show with some satisfaction and turn to the books

th*t we suggest as Christmas gifts• I am on much safer ground

when I talk about books — I know what a book Is, and sometimes

what It la nbout, but I'm still doubtful about that spray being

o«lled a swag*

Th* flrftt oolleotlon of books th*t I looked «t lp«t night

before leaving the library to go home and worry because I was

late In thinking about this Saturday morning t*lk, was R

mlscen^neoua group of readoblp gpi liveable flotion and

non-flotion, Uookn light snd entertaining, books heavy and

Instructive. Among the flotion, Is a group of recent detective

and oystery stories. That's the first time I hxve ever been

able to mention detective or mystery stories on the radio,

*nd how satisfying It Is. Ordinarily, librarians look the

other way, at least publicly, when they are mentioned, but
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Christmas Is no *,lrae to try to r»forra anybody's l i terary

or pleasures. If your friends and r^latlvea like? those stories

of ©rime sind detection, Chrlstm?** Is the time to humor them,

not lecture tham.

But not RII of the*i, «ven to the most hopeless addict, are

worth reading, and we have ffRgg#ftt44 som?* of the recant

on^fl. There \n, for lnatano*, **4r# Pink^rton nt the <>Xd

by David frorae, another In the series of <rdventur^« of His l i t t l e

Welshman who Is always running away fron tro^jbl«, but who aa

invariably bu îps into A nwrdar t i he rounds the last oorn«r,

Kr« ^inkerton I shall al^Rya remtimber as m?ide up of three

elements! hla worship of Illiyiitpy 3ull of the &*X*&*] hit

haunting fe»\r that the ghost of his de«»d but unlamented wife

will confront him when h0 spends a shilling of h^r ^oney; and

hi« lde? thflt America 1« that l«.st land of the blxarre pnd the

adventurous*

Anothar mystery in this group Is "The crying aistsrs11

by Mabel 3eeley, at leaet R better than averags t i t l e of i ts

kind. A librarian etarts out on her annual mimner vacation,

rebelliouR because l ife in dull and the t>roiT5«cta of Its ever

becoming l ivel ier are n i l . But when she inexplicably aooer>ta

mn unknown man's offer to act as nursemaid to his child, *he

beooiiefi involved in murder and robbery and eventually romance*

The situation la tense and mysterloua throughout the book,

and though you may not believe the story you won't stot> r-lading

I t .

Some of the straight novels in the group I hove read, some

I haven't, aoreerset Maughaia'a *Chri9t**fiS holiday" is there, an
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t novel by one of the most prominent ^

I "tight warn you not to be deluded by the title;

holiday14 is not a etory of a happy family gathering aroung the

hearth rending Dioken'a "Chrlfltmns enrol* to ona another. It

is the thoughtful story of a young ^ngliwhwan who goes to Paris

to spend hin holiday, intending to have one fine, boisterous

time all alone in the big oity. Instead, hm receives m series

of shookfl to his praooneoived way of thinking, to hl« values of

life. &y the time ha gets baox home, the bottom ha* dropped

out of his «orld, For the adult who reada a great deal ana! is

interested in oontemporary problems of life, "Ohristmas holiday"

would be an intelligent gift*

"The Hazarene" by Sholom Aaoh la a literary tour de force;

a novel baaad on the life of Christ. To many people it might

be a «timul*tin, and appreciated gift. Sophisticated and witty,

is MFitty Foyl< " by Cl\ristopher wiorley — I reviewed thnt on *n

earlier progra.^, and would only remind you again that *'r» Morley

latest book is not in the tradition of aweetnasa and lifrht, it

la the frequently frank atory of a modern young girl and her

problems.

Among t̂ ie non-f lotion booka, there are tltlea to piewse

all taatea, agea# and pooket-booka, Clifton Fadimon haa edited

a book called "I believe," a oolleotion of person*! oredos of

well known thoughtful people. In this confused world. It ia

undoubtedly interesting to know to what permanent value* and

beliefs other people anchor themselvaa. "I b>lievew la not

light reading, and requres time and patience, but ia rewarding.

Perhaps for the tame kind of pereon, the one with a thoughtful
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mind, Is this book, *fhe bible of the world,11 edited by Hobert

Ballot*. It is a condensed translation of the beliefs and aspirations

Of the great world religions—Buddhism9 Mohammedanism, Hinduism,

Zoroastrlansism, Confucianism and Christianity.

Rooheater ought to provide many people who like books on

music as Christmas gifts. One of the outstanding recent ones is

*&en of music11 by w»llpee Broekway, a book whloh assumes some

intelligence but no technical knowledge on the part of the reader•

Beginning with a chapter on the forerunners of Ifcfth, "Men of music*

continues to dlsouss In some detail seventeen of the greatest

composers. On the word of those who know better than I, *M«n of

music* is * book to be read by the music lover.

How, when anyone aeks a friend for advice on what to buy a

third person for Christmas, the friend usually says, "*ell, now,

if I were getting the gift X would Ilk**.., and so on. In that

•ame way, X say that if X were to be given a book for Christmas

X would prefer to have some permanent reference book for my home

library. And other people who read a #reat deal may feel like

me. For that reason, one part of our Christmas exhibit is made

up of reference book* for the home. Probably no one person would

want or need all of them, they are merely auggefltive, and in any

event librarians In the reference division will be gl«rt to talk

with you about the best books to fill your particular need. One

of the books in the exhibit that I particularly covet is the

"Columbia enoyolopedia." a one volume encyclopedia prepared and

published by Columbia diversity* When It was first on the

market severs! years ago, it was criticised for some omissions

and mistakes, and these have been at leant partially corrected
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ln a second printing. It is, however, without doubt one of the

best and moat complete one-volume reference books you can have

In your home. Then there Is an atlas in the collection; the one

we suggest as inexpensive And reliable Is the Band MoNally

Standard Atlas, although there &r* others that can be substituted.

Bartlett'a "Familiar quotations'* in the n«w Christopher Î erley

edition Is there, too; oertainly a valuable book to anyone who

either reads or writes much. Other volumes in the home library

collection of referenoe books are a good one volume edition of

Shakespeare, the Victor books of the opera and the symphony,

Norm* Taylor1s "Oarden dictionary,* and the "standard book ©f

British and American verse.H

for persons who like book* about foreign eountlres and the

people in them, we have devoted one section of the Ohrlstmas

exhibit to books around the world* Whether you want A book about

the foreign political situation or a pleasant travel story, you

will find suggestions in this section* One of the beet, which

I hope to discuss In greater detail next week, is Agnes Keith1s

"L*w<3 bdlow th« wind," her delightfully human account of four

year1 a residerioe In North Borneo an the American wife of a

British official* **r*. Keith writes about m*ny different phases

of her lifci—the apes she kept AS pets, the strange retinue of

servants which at times helped her &r& other times hindered her,

her adventurous trips with her husband into the interior or to

the neighboring inland, the problems of housekeeping In a country

where termites eat all the furniture and servants break all the

glassware* "Land below the wind*1 Is a book that ought to be a

delightful present to most anybody, men Included* For the seafaring
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man, either In actuality or in his dreams, there in » big book

to put beneath the Christsiai* t ree , "C^pe Horn1* by Folix

To a&M &ro$nA the t ip of Bouth Aaerioa in the ©Xfl <i*yn WA* the

final tes t of A good ship and a good Bailor; in this book Felix

Riesenberg t e l l s the *xoiting stories of th© gre»r*t voypges arou

Cape Horn fro?n the early &ny« of the European BKOXOVOV* to his

own, n̂fl QGpeeioLly good for the youthful amateur eailor, is

fcwight Long's ^^even Bê f? on m ihoeotring,1* the Fiaiv^ t r i e of

a young WP/I #>o *R11©<3 many thovaand milon b^cattee H© hnd grei»t

ambition ?»nd a very small eohoonor# If you g!v<» H^even uoas on

a «hOf»-string1* to your eon h&? h« nm° .̂Tny frop: home to be* a

sai lor , pleftfie don't blame me. Another t i t l « in this f*rovm of

Mni the world 1« a voyage In f i f i M * * ^ ^lg

of ^5^ oo^in^ ^o the United Btat^f and i^pt h«

*I loot ny ^n^li*»h ftCoentH by n, v. R, 'fhoffpaon,

to America M a nr*wnp?»per con<ie?Kpondc»nt in the &ryr of

prohib!t1or eo h<» rcnewbero our ooimtry firnt a« i country of

spealre^jpiee where enormour prices were charged for terrify-

drinks. Tt'c ar cjnucin :̂ bcoK, MBtflti&g of ?n RT»f<wer to l^pt

season1 f •Wtift ra?il5.ce tewrrfl a l l . *

•'•till other grovn̂ p cf book* th*t Vi h#if9 to nuggfat appropriate

ChriHtRae gift ft to yov* are bookn for hopumrt'cre-- cook books, hows

mechanic«f rolumes on interior decoration, etc; booke to help ycu

with your hobbies; and fSnplly excertionrl books tfcgt c?»n be purchased

for l i t t l e money, ?»nd t i t l e s In ummueHy ettrpctive, f3ne editions.

Aside frois the rdult bcoks, there Is »,n exhibition of

for children and young people. Now I *F* not qnnilflnd to

about thfr*, but if there is on* proMew of tool p«r«1uwlllt which
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t icaistance I t trust sui-al^ la the problem of

children*s booka. Out of tha hundreds of t i t l e s published the#e

days for* ohllcren, our Depa^tra?nt of Work with Children h&s a»de

a eart-ful select ion. Simply by looking at ttttl* oho toe you any

b9 abl D^ make your own decision*, but; sho dd you want paraonml

advice tho librarians on Sha aeoond floor wi l l be happy to b#li>

you.

Thnt vhdii ia tha Chrlstaat show lri tSict Public Mbrsiry opening

next weeV: at nin*j o*olook ^omia^ ito^nii^—unusual decorations for

tha îow« «uggf»«tod by tlie gard«n cluba, airid booka that you way

want to giv« *s w:riet!n*t* gifts* 5"or both or either rameonfi, I

believe you wi l l anjoy a vii'.it.

*nd A «9pl about tho Runtel Gallery, too, before I leanre.

Two new sbow^ oon« into i t toda/. In th« large gall«ry in an

axhibation of inprnjiflioilstio watex* oolora by Uars Hoftrup,

faculty not.iber at Elaitfa ^ollagro. t have road wno r6»vie^* by

Hew York or i t ion of Mr, Hof fcxmp «ti*ong w*t 01*00 lor 3 and they

llkod th^:i very WM0AU T:\9 J^oond saow in t&s print: ix>oi ie weter

oolors by Virginia J* ^nlth, Roohest*rian \Vho painted the*n laet

sunuaer during A European t r i p . 3he had be«n inv to exhibit

thew in ?ari« thl« fal l , but thi?» war wi l l present tb«t. Tine two

•howa together »nke a #pi*ndid oolleoticn of watoroolor2.

And n^r thax̂ k you and «ood day unti l next week at fchlf same

time.
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The Library Book Parade
WHSC

December 16, 1939
1:30 P.M.

Drums:

Announcer: Here conies the Library Book Parade.

Provins:

Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen. This is Leroy Provins

leading the Library Book Parade, a weekly program about books

and authors sponsored by the Rochester Public Library.

There is one thing in America which has always been collapsing

and yet today stands as firmly as it ever did. No, I don't want

to play games with you, I'm merely referring to the theatre.

According to the pessimists, the American theatre is always in

a serious decline; not so long ago, we were assured on every side

that first the motion pictures and then the radio would cpickly

deal the death blow to the stage. And yet, in this year of

theatrical grace Broadway as usual boasts its number of smash

hits, its galaxy of stars and fine performers. The theatre,

whether American or Russian, has a vitality that can never be

curbed for very long. If it declines temporarily, it revives

to beoome stronger than ever.

I have got myself into this conversation about the theatre

because last night I r^ad a new book, MForty-five minutes past

eight/ by Ward Morehouse. It is the story of a thousand and

one first nights on Broadway. Mr. Morehouse has for many years

been a New York critic and columnist; the theatre has been his

love and his business. He writes about it with enthusiasm, warmth

and frankness. I like the first page of this book by Ward Morehouse;

it tells so much so briefly. This is part of it:
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* The train for the North left Atlanta at 2:30 p.m. in the

late fall of 1919. The next noon I got ray first glimpse of New

York, registered at the Hotel McAlpln, hurried to the Tribune

Offioe, was instantly hired at ^50 a week, and within an hour was

off on ray first assignment. I was to interview Marcus G-arvey

about his dream ship to Africa. There'd been high talk of the

founding of a black republic; G-arvey was being hailed as a New

i.oses and a Black Christ. I eventually got to Harlem but not

to Marcus Garvey. My reception wasn't cordial and persistence

resulted in my being almost catapulted down the stairway. I

took a cab to the Penn Station, but there wasn't a train for

forty minutes. Somewhat desperately I returned to (the Tribune)

and told City Editor Macfarland that I didn't like it and was

going back South. Macfarland grinned. He explained that they

generally tried Harlem on reporters from the South and perhaps

I might fare better in Chinatown."

Now, there's the way to tell a story. What do we have?

His origins, his ambition, success, disillusionment and despair,

and then his determination to persevere, and all in the first

page. After reading that in 1919 Ward Morehouse as a young man

could get a Job in a few minutes at I50 per week, I began to

hunt for the part in which he married the boss's daughter. But

that wasn't what happened. He worked his way, Instead, up to the

eminenoe of a drama critic. Speaking seriously, though, the author

says that "the Job of critic of a New York newspaper, or a magazine

of standing, is one of the most difficult in the world to get.

There are only a few suoh Jobs; there are thousands and thousands

of people who would like to have them and who feel that they have
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all the qualifications for filling them. Rarely, indeed, is

anyone made a oritlo against his will. Critics are seldom fired,

and only for extreme cause. The Nev York critics organized them-

selves into a Circle a few years ago, you may remember; a close,

exclusive group of seventeen members only. They Hhave taken

something of a naive pride in their organization, although they're

all a little amazed that it could have held together this long.*

Perhaps because the critics go to all the first nights is

one of the reasons they ar# so much envied. I have known several
be

people whose one ambition was to/present at just one Important

opening in New York—to be in the theatre just one time when an

important play was presented for the first time. Of course, if

you would listen to Alexander Woolcott, you would think yourself

fortunate not to be an habitue of the first nights: He saye,
111 reviewed plays for thirteen years and I quit because I didn't

want to spend the rest of my life in that company. Where can you

find a gathering as dreary, as ruthless and as moronic as you do

at a Broadway first night#"

Dreary? Moronic? Ruthless? The adjectives belong: to Alexander

Woolcott. Mr. Morehouse reminds us that Woolcott, more than anyone

else, "seemed to get greatest enjoyment from premleirt festivities.

Regardless of how the play happened to go, the stage Of Ph&lanx,

N. J., could always be depended upon to give a swell show on his

own side of the footlights."

The personnel of a New York first night of any importance is

remarkably constant. Ward Morehouse says that, if he took a deep

breath, he could unfalteringly go into a chant of the people seen

at premieres. A producer was once able to guess with only one
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raistake all the people who had attended a certain premiere, at

whioh he, the producer, had not been present. "The First Lady

of the First Nights" is, of course, Mrs. Katzenberg. Cnoe you've

attended a few New York premieres, you begin to look for her and

you always find her, down there in Row A or AA. She's frail and

blondish gray, and she goes in excessively for powder and rouge.

She's been first-nighting for twenty years...and that, she will tell

you, Mi8 the only thing I spend money on." The producer of a play

arranges the seating very carefully for an opening night; he always

avoids putting the wrong people near an important critic. A noisy

person who laughs too much will disturb and possibly annoy the

critic; a blase person with a dead pan face may influence the

critic by dampening his enthusiasm for the play, if he has any-

On the whole, producers like quiet, pleasant people who can occupy

the seats without being conspicuous.

In 193^ Ward Morehouse asked three hundred people for the ten

best plays of their lifetime. The three plays which received the

most votes were KHamlet1* by William Shakespeare; "Rain" by John

Colton and Clemence Randolph; and "What price glory?" by Maxwell

Anderson and Laurence Stallings. He conducted another symposium

on what actor or actress has given the performance most memorable

to you. Helen Hayes and Katharine Cornell head that list.

A book called "Letters to Mary/ a collection of informal letters

Miss Hayes* mother has written to her granddaughter, telling about

Helen Hayes1 life and career will soon be published. We shall have

it in the Rochester Public Library when it is first available.

About Katharine Cornell, however, there is considerable information.

Just a few months ago her autobiography arrived, a delightful book

called WI wanted to be an actress.1*
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Miss Cornell was born in Buffalo, and received her theatrical

blood from her father. He had been educated as a doctor, but soon

abandoned the profession to manage a theatre used by traveling

shows and stock companies. When Katharine Cornell was a small

girl, she first was more Interested in becoming a trapeze artist

than anything else; it was only when Maude Adams as Peter Pan

played her fathers theatre, that she determined some day to become

an actress.

It was an up-hill fight for her. She was not beautiful in

any conventional way, and was almost abnormally shy. After she made

the first plunge, Jeasle Bonstelle of Rochester fame was her principal

guide and support. And then she married Guthrle McClintic in Coburg,

Ontario, across the lake from us. They have been a happy couple and

a great help to each other professionally. There is that old thread-

bare story, you know, about the young casting director named Guthrie

McCllntlc who went one night to see a play in which the young and

unknown Katharine Cornell appeared; when he filed his program away

in the morning, opposite Miss Cornell's name he penciled three words:

The words were: *monotonous, interesting, watch.w And he's still

watching her as her husband and director.

*I wanted to be an actress* ought to appeal particularly to

you who like Katharine Cornell and have seen her on the stage, Her

cook tells how she chose and rehearsed her plays, and relates

anecdotes about the thousands of performances she has given crossing

and reorcssing the Unite* states. It tells why Katharine Cornell

has never accepted an offer to appear in the movies or on the radio,

although she likes both forme of entertainment. She reveals with

good taste the intimate personal side of her life, her happiness and
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frlendliness. And, then, there are good stories—I like the

one she tells about snubbing Greta Garbo. At a matinee performance

of the Barrets of Wimpole Street a mysterious woman was present

who looked like the great Swedlah actreas; after the performance,

this woman came back stage to see Mi as Cornell, who had decided

that the woman was an imposter and playing a practical Joke.

Katharine Cornell refused to see the woman, who left, muttering,

"Hiss Cornell does not like strangers" Then began a furious

phoning to the coast to learn if G-arbo was actually in New Xork

and had she corae to the play that afternoon. Finally, Miss

Cornell learned that the woman had actually been Greta Garbo; a

note of apology was inmediately sent along with an Invitation to

dinner. Garbo accepted. Uiee Cornell says "Garbo turned out to

be as delightful, as charming, as simple and as humorous a person

as you could imagine. No attitudes, no pose, no star temperament—

and such extraordinary beauty—especially when she smiles.1' That

is Katharine Cornell's description of Greta Garbo; it would have

been a rare experience to see those two great actresses sitting

together, talking until four ofclock in the morning, aa they did.

The critic, John Kason Brown, has written a delightful and

thoughtful letter to Katharine Cornell. It appears in a Dook

by him called "Letters from greonroo.n ghosts.* This book uses

the same idea Walter Savage Landor used in his "Imaginary

conversations," the idea of having the long ago dead talk with or

write to the living. In Brown's book Sarah Siddons, England's

great tragic muse, writes to Katharine Cornell; the other

correspondents whom his fancy have linked are Peg Woffington

to Ina Claire, Christopher Marlowe to Eugene O'Neill, Richard
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Brinsley Sheridan to Noel Coward, and Inigo Jones to Robert

Edraond Jones.

From the wisdom of heijtown career, and perhaps, from her

now far~seeing place in the other world, Mrs. Siddons gives

advice to Katharine Cornell: This is part of it:

"You have merited the high position which is yours, and

stand now on the threshold of true importance. Never lose your

interest in the work of your contemporary dra^tlsts, but make

certain your contemporaries are at lsast your peers. Rameraber,

too, that the great parts of the past and present still await

you—Lady Macbeth, Cleopatra, Hedda, >iadame Revanesky and a score

of others. They need your illumination as much as yoxi need theirs

"My conviction is that you have potentialities for tragedy

in you which are untouched. I hope I am right when I maintain

that you have not yet become the personage of whom you are now

no more than an exciting prophecy. And I can only conclude by

saying to you as Sir Joshua said to me when I attended him for

the first sitting and he took my hand to lead me to th© dp.is.

•Ascend your undisputed throne, and graclouely bestow upon me

some good idea of the Tragic Muse.'

"Believe me, Madam, your respectful admirer and most humble

servant, S. Siddona."

"Letters from greenroom ghosts* by John Mason Brown is a

charming book, combining information of the past and present

theatre in what I can legitimately call a quaint fashion.

Katharine Cornell says she dislikes practical Jokes on the

stage; the only one she ever played was on her husband when she

deliberately prevented him from reading a newspaper in which he
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had pasted his lines. And well might she dislike practical Jokes;

an epidemic of them in a cast has been known to cause the show to

close.

There is the oyster triok among the commoner examples of

tricks that make actors die young. This consists of one actor

shaking hands with an oyster in his palm and transferring it

to the hand of another player in the scene. The actor will

probably have a long scene to play after this and not be able

to get rid of it till he makes his exit. If he is a novice, the

fact that he doesn't know what it is helps the fun.

The phone trick oonslsts of simply connecting a dead sta;e

phone to, let's say, the cellar; and v-ien the poor actor who has

a scene with a telephone on the stage picks up the receiver to

have a long talk with himself, he is confronted by a voice. A

voice, after months of silence, which fills in all those long,

studied gap s with irrelevant and impish answers, and knocks all

those favorite little nuances and clever tricks and twists Into

a cocked hat.

But the most amusing example of the horrible things that

can happen on the stage concerns tne late Lewis James, a notorious

practitioner of stage Jokes. The night before the opening of a

massive musical ehow it was discovered that there was a lull of

a few minutes while scenery was shifted. Mr. James, the star

comedian, agreed to step before the front curtain and entertain

the audience for those minutes, by talking with someone.

Turning to a young actor, he said, MCyril, I'll use you.

We'll Just say anything that comes into our heads..you know,

anything to keep them amused."
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The young man, who had a small part and was new to the stage

was thoroughly terrified at the idea and begged James to use

someone else.

* Think nothing of it," said the star, "leave it all to me.

1*11 do the talking; you just answer the questions."

Entreaties were in vain. So the young man spent a sleepless

night, and as the next day wore on and this particular scene drew

nearer, his blood proportionately congealed.

Finally came the raoiaent when they were waiting in the wings

for the scene "before theirs to end. "What are you going to ask

me first?11 came the haggard whisper from Cyril.

"Oh, I haven't thought yet. Dorft worry, my l&cu"

"What's the subject going to be, then? Tell me something,

please.H

"I don't know. Shi It's us.M

The music stopped, and out onto the stage strode the comedian,

followed by a pounding heart in the semblance of a young man. They

reached the center—stopped. The elder man turned to the younger:

"And now, Cyril," aaid he, " let's have your story.11

My story, ladies and gentlemen, has been about theee books:

Forty-five minutes after eight, by Ward iio^ehousa.

I wanted to be an actress, by Katharine Cornell.

and

Letters from greenroom ghosts, by John Mason Brown.

I am happy to say that beginning next week the Library Book

Parade will come to you at a new, and we hope, more convenient

tirae# The new time is 5 o'clock, on Wednesday afternoons. And

so, until next Wednesday at 5 p.m., thank you and good day.
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The LIBRARY BOOK PARADE broadcast for December 23, 1939

was a presentation by LeRoy Gr. Provlns of a radio version

of "In Clean Hay" by Eric P« Kelley, prepared by Julia L.

Sauer.

L, Q-. Provlns
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The Library Book Parade
WHEC

December 27, 1939
RiOO P.M.

Drume:

Announcer* Here comes the Library Book Parade,

Provins:

Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen. This ifl LeRoy Provins

leading the Library Book Parade, a weekly program about books and

authors sponsored "by the Rochester Public Library.

rfhe French philosopher, Voltalrs, once said that Heaven gave

two things to counterbalance the miseries of life—hope and sleep.

To these he should have added a third—-laughter. Everyone is

familiar with accounts of how Lincoln used to tell funny stories

at cabinet 'nestings during the Civil War, and how some of the

members of the cabinet objected to such levity in the face of

serious problems. Ws know now that Lincoln's sense of humor

was & balance wheel to keep hi.-a steady, and to keep him going*

Humor often doea Just that. It helpa to keep men sane; it drives

away ths blues; it eases up a strained situation; it oils the

machinery of life.

A woman named Beatrice Thoraas has written an invocation to

Puck, the mischievous fairy, in ufalab she expresses better than

I can our need of laughter. This is the last stanza of that poem:

?uok, you elf, you wisely merry fairy,
What have you to do with solemn men?

You so foot it, airiest of the airy,
at we .catch you .only now and then.

Sarnsst, somber-urowed, we follow after
You, who fly a-moeking from the ruck;

C we have a desperate nea& iff laughter.1

Give us laughter, Puck.1

I don't Intend now to let rayseir in for a discussion of humor;

a discussion of what makes certain things amusing and other things
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not amusing. That is a problem which has occupied the ninds of

many people—Sigmund Freud, Max Eastman, and Henri Bergson, for

example. The science of humor is interesting, but to me, humor

itself, without the science, is better for my purposes,

I have this afternoon the books of three men, all of them

humorous poets. Arthur Guiterman, Franklin P. Adams, and Samuel

Hoffenstein. I canft very well discuss the books in general

terms, so I shall probably spend most of my time reading their

poetry.

Of the three, Arthur Guiterwan is best known as a poet. His

books, and there are many of them, are all remarkably good. When

asked how it was that his verse was so uniformly good, Guiterman

replied that he had never written anything of whioh he himself

did not approve, and that he had nearer attempted to write beyond

his means.

Guiterraan was born of American parents in Vienna, Austria, in

1&71. His mother, a native of Ohio, was so worried that her son

might not have American citizenship, that within twenty-four hours

after his birth, he was registered at the American Consulate.

Educated in this country, Arthur Guiterman soon became engaged

in literary and Journalistic work; but for many years now, he

has been a free-lance poet. He is one of the few who make enough

money to live on from their poetry. In the old magazine, Life,

Guiterman originated the rhymed reviews that have been so widely

copied. He did one about himself once, and this is part of it:

The subject of this little sketch
Is famed as metrioist and scholar;

Hie very autograph will fetch
A dime, the tenth part of a dollar.
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Among his works are, "Chips of jade,"
MThe laughing muse/ MThe mirthful lyre,"

HI8 Car of Songs can make the grade,
But sometimes needs an extra tire.

He's fond of rhymes, aloof and shy,
Especially the rhyme for "window;*1

And if you ask the reason, -why
His wife's sweet name is "Vida Lindo."

He loves the wooded mountain camp,
He loves a set of tennis dearly,

He loves to skate, canoe and tramp,

And signs his letters, HYours sincerely."

That Is Arthur Guiterraan's rhymed description of himself. A

friend of his once tried to improve the situation by writing this

couplet:
"There ain't no better, fitter man
Than Mister Arthur Gulterman."

A person who Interviewed Gulterraan says that he "differs

from most other poets not only in possessing an abnormally developed

sense of humor, but also in being able to make a comfortable living

out of the sale of verse.M He, however, by no means advises all

able young poets to expect their poetry to provide them with board

and lodging. His belief is that a writer ought to use both the

prose and verse forms of expression, choosing the form which better

suits his subject and approach. In summarizing his advice to

poets, Gulterman gave a list of negative commandments.

"Don't think of yourself as a poet, and don't dress the part."

"Don't call your quarters a garret or a studio."

"Don't think of any class of work that you feel moved to do

as either beneath you or above you."

"Don't complain of lack of appreciation. In the long run no

really good published work can escape appreciation."

"Don't speak of poetic license, or believe that there is any

such thing."
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"Don't — don't write hyrana to the great gof Pan. He is

dead; let him rest in peace.111

"Don't write what everybody else is writing."

Arthur Guiterman's newest volume of verse is "Lyric laughter,"

containing many new poems and favorite old ones.

If any of you look with Jaundiced eye on the coming new year,

your favorite selection in "Lyric laughter" will be the Pessimists

Calendar.

To further som* malignant plan,
The gloomy year begins in

JAN.

Misfortune spins her spiderweb
For your entanglement in

FEB,

You know what income taxes are;
Remember, one is due in

MAR.

It's ten to one some foolish Japer
Will maim you on the first of

APR.

Beware the mild, deceptive dayi
You're bound to catch a cold in

MAY*

Hayfevtr-time is coming soon;
You'll have a hint of that in

JUN*

No saving breeze will gently cool
The hot humidity of

JUL.

Though one may taste the tough quahaug,
No oysters in the month of

AUO.

Whatever tears you haven't wept
Already, are reserved for

SEPT.

And if one month is overstocked
With dire calamity, it's

OCT.
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in vain your furnace, hearth and stove
Will strive against the chill of

NOV. •

With none to mourneits drear decease,
The horrid year 'expires in

DEC.

To maintain this sad mcod, here is an Ode to the First of

Any Month, but partlculsTly appropriate right now when the Christinas

gifts must be paid for:
The melancholy day has come,

The saddest of the month,
When bills are due and hearts are glum,

That mournful day, the Oneth.1

Arthur Gulterman, Judging by the last picture I saw of him,

is almost completely bald-headed. Therefore, this poem called

Consolation for Baldness, must have an Intensive personal meaning:

What18 the advantage of hair, anyhow?
It blows in your eyes and it flops on your brow,
Disguising the shape of your scholarly head;
It often is gray and to sometimes is red.
Perhaps it is golden and ringleted, but
It needs to be combed and it has to be cut,
And even at best it is nothing to boast of
Because it's what barborous men have the most of;
Then challenge your mirror, defiant and careless,

For lots of our handsomest people are hairless.

Several of Arthur G-uiterman's best known poems are too long

to read on this library program; poems like "The Antiseptic Baby

and the Prophylactic Pup/ «The Quest of the Ribband/ and "The

Legend of the First Cara-u-el/ Some of his poems are more serious

and thoughtful, but these, like his lighter ones, are written in

an easy, unstrained style. As an illustration of his less humorous

verse, here are the first and last stanzas of a poem called

* Acknowledgement."
Brave world of wind and weather.

Stern world of blame and praise,
How long we've been together

In good and evil days.1
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You reared men and you bred me
Among your milling throngs,

You clothed me, housed me, fed me;
I sang you little songs.

Grim world of strife and hardship,
Sweet world of love and glee,

When I resign my hardship
How large my debt will bei

You gave me sport and laughter,
You gave roe work and sleep,

I wonder if hereafter
You'll say I earned my keep?

You give the Joy of living
And noble friends and true.

Dear world, for all your giving
I'm much obliged to you.

Franklin P. Adams is best known by his initials, F.P.A. For

many years he has been famous as the writer of The Conning Tower,

a daily column that has been a feature of several New York City

newspapers. And more recently, he has increased his fame by

participating in a weekly radio program. F.P.A. once said that

he writes ao rauoh about himself every day that he is weary of the

subject. So, keeping the biographical data, at a minimum, I shall

simply gay that he was born in Chicago in lggl, spent one year in

the University of Michigan, and in 1903 got his first Job on a

Chicago paper as columnist. His interest in verse was encouraged

by reading Eugene Field; and like Guiterman, F.P.A. is now an

accomplished poet.

A great deal of F.P.A.*s writings have been collected in books,

I have here two of them, "Something else again/ and the "Column

book of P.P.A."

The latter book opens with this bit of practicality:

The rich man has his motorcar,
His country and his town estate.

He smokes a fifty-cent cigar
And Jeers at fate.
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He frivols through the livelong day,
He knows not poverty her pinch.

His lot seems light, his heart seems gay,
He has a cinch. '

Yet though ray lamp burns low and dim,
Though I must slave for livelihood-

Think you that I would change with him?

You bet I would.

One of F.P.A.fs amusing ideas was to speculate on what the

copy desk of a newspaper would do to the themes of some of rather

pompous well known poems of the past. For instance, take the theme

of the poem "Excelsior* by Kenry W. Longfellow. This is how that

story of human striving after perfection would appear in our daily

newspaper: the headlines are MDog finds lad dead in drift.M

"Unidentified body of young traveler found loy faithful hound near

small Alpine village — White mantle his snovy shroud.M

And this is the reporters story:

St. Bernard, Sept. 12 — Sarly this morning a dog belonging

to the St. Bernard Monastery discovered the body of a young man,

half buried in the snow.

In his hand was clutched a flag with the word * Excelsior"

printed on it.

It is thought that he passed through the village last night,

bearing the banner, and that a young woman had offered him shelter,

which he refused, having answered * Excelsior."

The police are working on the case.*

F.P.A.'8 peculiar kind of cleverness is most apparent in his

parodies of the styles of other poets. Using the once popular song,

"Yes, we have no bananas,H which few people will ever forget, he

speculates on the way A. E. Housman would have written that same

story.
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The cherry trees are laden
With berries ruby red,

And many a rose-lipped naiden
Lies in a lonely bed.

Of peaches there be plenty,
And apples aorid-sweet,

And many a lad of twenty
Straggles a starless street.

The grapes are big and bursting,
But plantains fair and gay,

For which the world is thirsting,

Are not for us today.

F.P.A. will parody anybody from Horace to Edgar A. Guest, and

do it remarkably well. He is one of the most amusing and original

writers of verse I know.

The third humorist on my list is Samuel Hoffenstein, who died

several years ago. Although he was widely read, his reputation

never equalled Guiterrnan's or F.P.A. 's. I have two books of

Hoffenstein's—"Year in, year out," and MPoems in praise of practically

nothing.11 Hoffenstein was inclined to wise-cracking and buffonery,

but behind that there was often bitter irony and penetrating insight.

One section is headed MLove songs, at once tender and informative—

an unusual combination in verses of this caracter."

Some of them are:
I oould not love thee, dear, so much,
Were I not born to be in Dutch.

If you love me as I love you,
We'll both be friendly and untrue.

She walks in beauty, like the night.1
And so she should, the parasite.1

Those are the samples of the pcotr? of Samuel Hoffenstein.

Books by him and the other two poets I have talked about, Arthur

Guitenaan and Franklin P. Adaras, may be found in the collection

of the Rochester Public Library.

Thank you and good day.
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The Library Book Parade
WHEC /'/

5:00 P.M.

Drums:

Announcer: Here comes the Library Book Parade.

Provins:

Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen. This is LeRoy Provins

leading the Library Book Parade, a weekly program about books and

authors sponsored by the Rochester Public Library.

Did you know that eighty-five million Americans go to see a

motion picture every week in the year? I did not know that before

I began to read for this afternoon's talk, and I am still a bit

overwhelmed by the number. Eighty-five million of anything is a

lot of something.

The motion pictures have been an increasingly important part

of our lifes for the last forty years, but we tend more and more to

think of the movies not only as big business, but also as an art

and a profound social influence. Certainly the movlee are pre-eminently

the people's art; no other art has ever been so shaped and influenced

by its audience as has the cinema.

Margaret Thorpe has recently written a book called HAmerica

at the movies.11 In this diverting, spontaneous book, . she tries

to find out who these eighty-five million people are, why they go to

the pictures, and what the pictures do to them. One of her con-

clusions is that "there is, apparently, not a phase of American

life which the movies do not somewhere touch.M

"From the (movie) industry's point of view the fundamental

fact about the eighty-five million weekly movie-goers is that their
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number is not nearly large enough. For one thing a great many

of them are repeaters, peopl3 who go to the movies twioe a week,

three times, even five. Probably not jiore than forty million

in the whole United States really have the movie habit, and we

have a population of over one hundred and thirty million.w The

industry's problem, then, is to bring new people into the fold

without losing any of the old customers. *The pearl of great

price is the picture which pleases everybody; so far Just two pearls

have been found: Charlie Chaplin and Walt Disney." The pictures

of those tvo men are ilUlaiMi equally, but for different reasons,

by your loftiest art critic and by the mythical man-on-the-street,

who may not care a red oent for art in any shape or form.

"For the re£t,M Margaret Thorpe continue*, "(the motion

picture producer) must att#«pt to satisfy his audience in terms

of the greatest happiness of the greatest, nvmber. The man he

cares most greatly to pleare, the man to whose tastes and prejudices

he paye most deferential attention, ie the citizen trith an income

of more than one thousand five hundred dollar© P year, pnd who

lires in a city with a population of somewhere above fifty thousand.

He is the movie's average man. From his pockets comes more than

half the industry's revenue."

Actually, though, "he" ie the wrong pronoun. It is really

that solid averege citizen's wife who commands the respectful

attention of the industry. Margaret Thorpe says thet "What the

adult American female chiefly asks of the movies is the opportunity

to escape by reverie frorr an existence which she finds insufficiently

interesting... Bin car. the American woman who buya her bread sliced

and her peas shelled be expected to concoct her ovn reveries? At
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the movies she gets them ready-s&ade, pat up in neat two-hour oans*H

In "America at the movies/ Margaret Thorpe continues her

probing into tho reasons why you and I go to the movies, and why

we are more aware of certain ones than others. Although one has

done a great Oeal of research and study for her book, she presents

her findings to us in an easy, iftgft$&ag and light fashion. She

discusses the many and surprising publicity tie-ups that exhibitors

can make; I like her story that a Boston manager publicised the

picture called "The Hurricane* bv taking out hurricane insurance

on his theatre and collecting it when the real tropic storm

came up the coast and blew his canopy off.

Glamor is at present a very Important stock in trade in the

movie business; Margaret Thorpe d&votes * whole chapter to glamor,

which she defines as "it11 or "oomph", plus luxury, plus elegance,

plus romance. Theda Bara, th® fftMty was tfca first star to get a

first class glamor build-up. That lady was born Theodosia Ooodraan,

which she shortened; her press agents announced to a believing

world that she was the daughter of a French artist and his Arabian

*if«. That HBaraH was Arab spelt backward, and Theda a rearrangement

of the letters of death. She received reporters in darkened rooms,

with the walls hung in black and scarlet, and the air heavy with

incense. The reporters bad never seen anything like it before;

they and the vorld vere tremendously impressed. Glamor toc\ay is

a different thing; press agents are w.or? truthful, and emphasize

beauty, and wealth and elegance. The place to study it in full
Is

flower/of course, in the fan magazines; in those publications,

says Margaret Thorpe, "EverytMng is superlative, surprising,

exciting; everybody is always having a wonderful time, or else
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recounting with great gusto the details of a desperate early-

struggle which led swiftly to the giddy heights of glamor.

Nothing ever stands still, nothing ever rests.

"America at the movies11 by Margaret Thorpe concerns only the

motion picture of today; it is not interested in the history of

pictures. Fortunately, though, another recent volume does

concern itself with the history of the pictures: it is HThe rise

of the American film" by Lewis Jacobs. He begins his critical

history of the film with the year I&96 when motion pictures were

first shown at Koster & Bial's Music Hall in New York* From 1^96

to the immediate present, Mr. Jacobs treats his material

chronologically, and within each decade creates three broad

subdivision*—the artistic development, business expansion, and

the sooial purpose or effect which individual films or groups of

films have had. His material was enormous in quantity and exceedingly-

difficult to handle; he has made out of it a lengthy, detailed book..

Other cinema authorities have found minor points of disagreement

with Jacobs, but on the whole they concede that his "Rise of the

American film" is a creditable and important book; if you have a

real interest in the American motion picture, you must certainly

become acquainted vTith this book.

Mr. Jacobs examined hundreds of old motion pictures, before

writing his book.. Incidentally, the Film Library of the Museum

of Modern Art in New York has collected prints of many old and

rare pictures, thus aiding Immeasurably the work of the research

studio in film history. Jacobs has carefully studied the careers

of the direotors, who have undoubtedly had the most influence on

the form of the movies. He points out the significant contributions
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Of such old-time directors as Edwin Porter, Thomas Ince, Cecil

B. DeMllle and D. W. Griffith.
MTo review (The Rise of the American Film) thoroughly would

almost be to (talk for many hours), so wide is its compass and

so Innumerable its implication. A history of the American film is

in many ways a history of America during the last forty years.

And one critic concludes: HIt is as important a book about its

subject as anyone has written, or is like to write. Other gleaners

in the field may pick up things he did not find, and others may

reach more final judgments, but he has been a pioneer of Invaluable

quality.11

One of the directors of early days who is still going strong

is Samuel Goldwyn, whose life story has been briefly written by

Alva Johnston under the title "The Great Goldwyn." "The election

of Woodrow Wilson changed Goldwyn from a glove salesman to a movie

magnate. The Wilson administration lowered the tariff on skins.

Sam thought that would take the profit out of glvoes, (and) he

looked around for some other line and picked the movies. That was

In 1913- Goldwyn was only thirty, but he had a sales enthusiasm

bordering on frenzy. He argues a man into a coma or into a disorder

resembling the Mbends.11 His victim signs anything.

Alva Johnston says that Samuel Goldwyn talked a large part

of Hollywood into existence. The great Paramount studio is a

monument to his nuisance value. The Metro-Goldwyn-2-iayer studio

is largely the petrified conversation of Goldwyn. He is out of

both of those giant organizations now—out because the ruling

principle of his life is—Goldwyn is boss. He quickly gets out

of anything that he can't boss. At the age of twelve, he got

out of his family. He now has his own company, Min which he is as
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absolute as Ivan the Terrible"—Samuel Goldwyn, Inc., and Ltd,

His greatest fame, however, is based on his sayings and jokes.

He oame to this country alone as a Polish immigrant when he was

only thirteen, and he has had exactly one year of night school

instruction in English. So, although, his words built much of

Hollywood, he mispronounces them and uses them in the wrong places.

He is unrivalled today, Alva Johnston thinks, as an unconscious

humorist or wit, through no fault of his own. At times his press

agents have collected and even invented his gags; to detect the

real ones from the false requires some expert detection. Johnston

says "more people are counterfeiting on Goldwyn than on Uncle Sam.11

Here are some of his lines that good authorities will vouch for:

We can get all the Indians we need at the reservoir.

Excuse me, I am going out for some tea and trumpets.

I have been laid up with intentional flue.

That's the way with the«e directors, they're always biting

the hand that lays the golden egg.

I want to make a picture about the Russian secret police—the

G.O.P.

A verbal contract isn't worth the paper it's written on.

The true Goldwyn line is seldom a boner. It is usually a

plain statement, with a slight twist; as, for example, his

exclamation at the beach one lovely spring morning: "What a

wonderful day to spend Sunday.-

Goldwyn has discovered many people, and failed to discover

others. He is responsible for the film fame achieved by Will

Rogers, Vilraa Banky and Robert Montgomery. He failed, however,

to appreciate the capabilities of Gary Cooper, released him to

another company that paid $2000 a week, and recently borrowed him
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back again at $3000 a week. His greatest failure was Anna Sten

whom he brought here from Poland. He would not listen to adverse

Judgments of her. She had, in his opinion, the enigmatic countenance

of the Sphink, and went around telling everyone, M She ha& the face

of a Spinli.M He first thought Anna Sten was an actress, a dancer,

a singer; after three failures he had to conclude she wae none of

the three. After hearing her sing, a vocal expert reported, H(Miss

Sten) has a small but highly disagreeable voice.11

This very short biography of Samuel Goldwyn is not important

in any way, it may be highly prejudiced in favor of its subject,

and yet it le an amusing book to glance through.

My last book in this group about the motion pictures is "The

movies come from America" by Gilbert Seldes, who has been writing

about that subject for a good many years now. His book is a

more personal, rambling, account than the others, mingling history,

criticism, and prejudice all together.

I began this talk with an estimate of the number of people

who see an American film weekly—here is another figure even more

exciting—-Seldes estimates that in eight weeks Mthe motion picture

audiences of the world equal In number the total population of the

globe. People today spend more time going to the movies than they

do on anything else after their basic human needs and appetites

have been satisfied.

In discussing the coming of the talking pictures, 3eldes says

they destroyed the art of pantomime, which could be taken phil-

osophically if any proper system of aoting or playing had been

developed in Its place. Actually pantomime a* a great art is

practiced by a very small number of players. Chaplin and W. C.
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Fields are in the first line, of course, and Smil Jannings in his

better ploturss; Alia Naziraova and Garbo, but not always. Mr.

Seldes has some pertinent and interesting comments to make on

the teohnlque of screen acting and use of dialogue.

isn he comes to color photography, Seldes has this to say:

"The directors who have already used color have almost all made the

error which was made in the beginning of sound. They have used

it for its own sake, sacrificing it to action, rhythm and character."

"You can imagine/ Seldes continues, Mthe difficulties of a quick

cut from the interior of an office, to a fi&ld of daisies, to a

city clura, and to the Interior of a silk mill. They were easy

enough in the silent days, more difficult with the talkies, but with

color added they will have to be handled with the greatest tact, so

that the spectator does not merely see a wash or blur of color.

Gilbert Seldes hae produced an informal book. If you were to

plan to read it straight through, you might well be irritated by

it8 lack of organization and proper editing. But, as a volume

for the movie minded citizen to read casually and irregularly,

I suggest "the movies co^e from Amerioa" by Gilbert Seldes.

The other books which I have mentioned this afternoon are:

America at the movies, by Margaret Thorpe

The Rise of the American film, by Lewis Jacobs

The great Goldvyn, by Alva Johnston.
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The Library Book Parade
WKEC

a
Drums:

Announcer: Here comes the Library Book Parade,

Provlns:

Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen. This is LeRoy Provins

leading the Library Book Parade, a weekly program about books and

authors sponsored by the Rochester Public Library.

If the English Cathedral known as Westminster Abbey had a

different name, then the name of the author in whom I am interested

today would perhaps be different from what it is. That sounds a

bit complicated, so let me explain.

Shortly before the conclusion of the World War, a young

Englishwoman decided to write a book, and was lucky enough to

find a publisher. However, she was none to sure of the reception

the book would receive, and decided to hide her identity under a

pen-narne. If your first book is an utter failure, as it is most

apt to be, the polite, pitying sympathies of friends and relatives

are not easy to bear. When you write under a pen-name, you don't

need to wear your heart on your sleeve. 3o, this young lady

took a pen-name and derived it from her second favorite church:

St. Clement Dane's, becoming Miss Cleraence Dane. Her favorite

church which she would liked to have used, is Westminster Abbey,

but she could scaroely go around as Miss Westminster, and Miss

Abbey has an obviously old-fashioned sound. And Miss Cleraence

Dane has never had any intentions of being old-fashioned. The

first novel was successful and the author had no cause to be

ashamed of it, but she liked her new name and decided to retain it,
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nevertheless. The only trouble with it, now she says, Is that

people occasionally In their ignorance corrupt It to Clarenoe

Dane.

Merely for the record, I say now that her real name Is

inifred Ashton, but people so seldom use It that I shall now

promptly forget it. And, furthermore for the record, the reason

I am talking about Clemence Dane today is her recently published

novel, "The arrogant history of White Ben," about which more

later.

Cleiuenoe Dane was born and brought up in rural England;

today, she has a oountry home in Devonshire, vhere her lovely

flower garden absorbs her time and Interests so much that she

seldom travels far away. I don't know her birth date, but if

I may be so audacious and ungallant to Judge her age from her

photographs, I should say that Clemenoe Dane is somewhere in

her comfortable fifties.

But to return now to her youth. When she was sixteen, she

left school in England, went to Geneva, Switzerland and found a

position teaching French. Soon she became interested in painting

and abandoned teaching to study art; she became a successful

portrait painter and there were many prophecies of even greater

success for her in art. But Clemence Dane was apparently of a

roving, Inquisitive nature; she wanted to try her hand and her

head at many things. So next, she became an actress on the

London stage, playing under the nane of Diana Fortis. For five

years she vas a popular aotresa, and might well have continued

on the stage to the present, had not 111 health and the pressure

of her work in the World War forced her off. She had long thought
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of writing fiction, and this vas her chance; in 1917 appeared her

first novel, which began the long eeries of distinguished fiotlon

and drama we have since had from her pen.

That is an outline of the career of Glewano* Dane and I

think it adds up to an impressive total• She has tried her

hand at many professions and oeen successful in all of them:

teacher, portrait painter, actress, novelist, and dramatist.

Of course, It is as a playwright and a novelist that Clemence

Dane had made her true reputation; whatever measure of permanent

fame she achieves will come to her from the books she has written.

They are in raany ways remarkable books; they ere curiously blended

of the real and the fantastic, the imaginative, Glemence Dane's

characters are frequently in the position of either believing

in the unbelievable and inexplicable, or doubting their own

sanity, and, so real is their dilemma, that you, the reader,

share it with them* She is an accomplished mistress of words;

the poetry in her play "Will Shakespeare" is of the highest

order of dramatic verse for the stage. As on* critic says,

"Clem&nce Dane's special distinction as a writer is to have won

distinction in many different literary fields, and to have been

mediocre in none. Kven when she amused herself collaborating

in the 'Sir John1 deteotlve yarns a bull's eye v:ae invariably

scored.,.. Ker versatility has been displayed in such widely

varying literary exploits as criticism, plays, fiction, including

the large-scale faaily saga, and novels of .nore or less ordinary

length but quite unordinary quality.3

In 1919 Miss Dane published a novel called "Legend" in

which a group of friends hear the news of the illness and later
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the death of the most brilliant of their number. HThey discuss

her genius, temperament, and personality and give a real picture

of the woman who never appears at all in the story.*1 People

insisted that *Legend" would make a good play, Miss Dane agreed,

and the result was "A bill of divorcement/ which was an immediate

success in London. It is best remembered here because in it

Katherine Cornell made her first big success—although produced

in 1521, the time of the play was projeoted into the future,

into 1932, and Miss Cornell was required to impersonate a

modern young lady of ten years hence. The play was popular in

New £ork, but for a curious reason. Most of the first night

critics did not like it, and wrote adverse criticisms; Carl

Van Veohten was in the audience, however, and he did like it.

The next day he telephoned Alexander Woollcott, who had not been

at the first night and convinced him he should hurry to see it.

Woollcott liked it too, wrote about it and alone made "A bill

of divorcement" a success. "Its story is that of Hilary Fairfield,

an unbalanced young soldier driven mad by shellfire. Fifteen

years later, the mists lift from his mind and he comes back fc#aft«

a gray, scarred, twitching, abject fellow. He is confronted

there with the fact that his wife had divorced him and is on

the eve of a happy remarriage, that his daughter, who has nerer

seen nU\ and who has hitherto known nothing of her legacy of

insanity, is blissfully engaged to the youngster of her choice.

What nappens thereafter is written with a skillful, sympathetic

unflinching hand.11

Cleraence Danefs ambitious chronicle of four generations of

a family called "The Babyons* still hae a reading public; the
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librery has it in an attractive edition of four slim volumes,

each volume a more or less complete story of one generation

of the Babyon family. It is a mellow and r-iohly ooloracl tale

made rrom tested ingredients—lords and ladles, gypsies and

ghosts, moonlight trysts, madness, stolen marriages, and recurrent

violent deaths.

The story begins in the eau»ly Georgia?, days &n& ends in

the reign of the late Kind Edward. The Sabyons are great, wealthy

romantic people, but through their family runs a strain of madness,

and on that Miss Dane hangs her tale. I would only confuse myself,

and you, were I to attempt a summary of the plot; the characters

and their relationships are too nuraeroua and complex. Although

some parts of "The Babyons" are better written and Mioru compelling

than other parts, the long novel as a whole is a commendabla

achievement and good reading. Ths Babyon men and womon, who

people it, are Ilka the charactars on a stage, tragic, exciting,

compelling, but never quite real; they act their lives in a box

according to a prescribed plan.

Glemence Dane did a aeoond long, family history, "Broome

stages," a novel which spans about 200 years and seven generations

of a family. I think practically every critic, who reviewed it

said it was one of the outstanding novelc of it6 period, deserved

to be read by many people, and some ev&n said, deserved to be

re-read. The Brooae family was the greatest theatrical family

England ever produced. It vae founded by the first Richard

Brooms who literally fell into the middle of a performance of

"Midsufa-ner night's dream11 frora a hay-loft where he had hidden.

And this eame Richard h&d a secret which founded the fa-sily
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fortunes—an old witch named Lucy Godfrey waa his friend, and

from her he learned the secret of success on stage, the way

"to beckon and recXon"—the secret of winning audiences. It

traveled down through the Broorae family, making their men and

women the greatest actors and actresses of their times.

Miss Dane'8 novel has a host of portraits, and yet eo

individual is each one that the reader is never confused. In

reading "Broorae stages/ it is not necessary to refer back to a

genealogical tree to recall who Maud or William or Robert or

Lettice was. You remember because of the drama, the tragedy,

the humor, the triumphs you have shared with those characters.

Aside from the good story and vital character of "Broome

stages," it also provides a history of the English theatre from

the middle of the eighteenth century to the present. The history

is not completely factual, of course; tr.ls is a novel and there

never was a Broome family, but in spirit and in the sweep of

her story Clemence Dane follows the true course of the theatre.

The early 3roomes acted the great roles of the English stage;

the last Broome is in the motion pictures, his traditional

family charm now "blatant, mechanized, reconstructed."

"Broome stages" is a long book, but not a tedious one to

reed. It's forward movement is unflagging, carrying the reader

Irresl9tably along through the fortunes and misfortunes of the

Broorae family.

Mi88 Dane has written so much that is worth mentioning

and my time is growing short. I must hurry on. She has one

volume of short stories, written by her perhaps for relaxation

but for us another exhibition of her versatility and artistry.
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The book is "Fate cries out," and contains the stories of nine

people| each of whom we meet at the moment in which his fate

cries out to him, Mies Dane says that writing stories out of

the whole cloth of imagination grows very burdensome; and in
11 Fate cries outw she has taken her characters from history and

legend, from the Bible and Grimm's Fairy Tales—that, she thinks,

is an easier way to write, but only a great novelist could detect

the good stories that she has detected.

"The valiant little tailor11 is the first story in the book,

a sadly ironic tale of a mousy little roan who yearns for respect-

abillty, and who makes mourning clothes for his numerous family

to attend his own hanging. There are stories of queens of

England, of two women from the Bible, and of an opera star who

finds herself in a peculiar hell. wF&te cries outr is not one

of Miss Dane's major accomplishmente, but it is uncommonly

interesting reading.

I want to pay ray respects at least briefly to another play

by Cleraence Dane, a play called MW111 Shakespeare." It failed

almost completely on the stage, perhaps because the conception

of Shakespeare she presented was so completely at variance with

the conceptions of most other people. The late Keywood Broun,

in reviewing the play, wrote: "It seems to have been Hiss Dane's

intent to show that Shakespeare was little more than an Instrument

in the hands of people greater than himself—all women. According

to the play, he was no more than a portable typewriter passed on

froni hand to hand. Here surely is the feminist interpretation

of Shakespeare.11

Katharine Cornell relayed Mary Fltton in that play. She says
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in her autobiography, "It's hard to understand why "Will Shakespeare"

didn't go better. It was beautiful stuff."

I must neglect nov whatever else Cleraence Dane has written

to tell you about her latest book, M?he arrogant history of White

Ben." The scene, again, is England, and the time is shortly after

1950. What so many people are afraid today may actually happen,

has at the opening of this book taken place. The world has been

at war fcr too many years, and the world is broken and weary. Too

many men have died, too many cities destroyed, too much of

civilization lost.

Living quietly in rural England are a mother and her little

girl; the mother ie querulous and distant as she thinks of the

havoc of the war, but the girl plays happily enough about the

cottage, filling; oach day with trivialities. The crows are very

bad that year, almost ruining the gercen, the little girl *nd the

hired man decide to reclothe the old ecare-crow, hoping to frighten

off the crows. They put on frim all white clothes—white flannels,

the surplice of a priest, and the Jacket of a doctor—clothes

that once belonged to men of the family who are now deadf And

in his breaet, the girl idly stuffs the root of the. magic mandrake

plant. In magical rays, the ccare-orov breathec in life, wrenches

himself loose from hie sockets in the earth, and hobbles off

down the road. He calle himself White Ben; he has one gre?.t,

single hatred—crovs, and how that he's loose, he has only one

purpose, to destroy all the crows in Kngland.

It happens that on this night the war ends, and every man,

particulary the rich and powerful mam, i6 afraid of what will

ha-pen to the country and the government; there is revolution in
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the* air. hn& as White Sen moves over the country, hi3 eye a

burning vkth 3 single ze&l and purpose, people follow hlra, he

becomes a leader. Powerful interests back him for their cv:n

ends, and White Ben, the sear?;-crow tl̂ at came alive, becomes

the dictator of England. When he preaches against crows, people

believe h* is speaking in allegories, believe he raeane his

enemies—the rich or the powerful or the alien or people who

simply Gle&gree with him.

By using White Ben as her dictator, Clemence Dane can reduce

to obvious absurdity the things that she hates and fe&re. White

Ben has no ideas of hie own, he muet cilw&ys copy other people.

He has no progran except to kill crows, and that is completely

mi sunder etood. He is a pitiful, fearsome, synthetic, liarosffible

creature.

I do not submit that ttTht arrogar t, history of tfblti Bon" is

a novel of any permanent importance. It is not. It is, however,

a cleverly contrived and frequently illuminating story of etrange

events in e. post-war world. It's parallel* with events of the

present years are unmistakable, its implications in the thinking

of today are interesting.

All the books I have mentioned tc&ay are by Clemence ?ane.

Thank you and good day until next week.
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The Library Book Parade
WHEC

February 7#
5100 P. M.

Announcer: Here comes the Library Book Parade*

Proving*

Good afternoon ladies and gentlemen* This is LeHoy irovins

leading the Library Book Parade, a weekly program about books

and authors prepared and presented by the Rochester Public Library.

Hoses are red
Violets are blue
Sugar is sweet
And so are you.

That tine-honored Jingle, ladies and gentlemen, will oonie

baok into Its own a week fro 1 today when we celebrate St. Valentine's

day. Ordinarily that day raight oome and go without my being particularly

aware of it; 1 am not an overly romantic person. However, a ohanoe

stop in the Local History Division of the Main Library Monday

afternoon started me to thinking about Valentines. Hiss &aaa

swift, who has charge of the Local History root, showed me a

collection of old valentines that have been presented to the

Library, valentines mostly from the nineteenth century. The

Local History Division, you know, gathers together and organizes

for use all kinds of printed and written material about Rochester

and its vicinity. While the valentines X saw are not strictly

Rochester material, yet they were reoelved and oolleotod by

Rochesterians.

Among these old valentines, some were crude and gaudy,

others delicate and lovely. I becane interested in the history

of the subject, have dane some reading on it, and this broadcast

is the result.
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The origin of Valentine's Day is obscure. There have been

at least fire Saints Valentine, and some people maintain there

have been seven. The perplexing problem immediately is that

none of these saints had a remote connection Kith love or friendship*

Why their name should have been given to the one day in the year

devoted to an unblushing avowal of love is something of a mystery*

Of the saints, two were the most important; one was a priest of

Home who died the violent death of a martyr in the third century;

the other simply choked to death on a fish-bone.

The day naxned by the ohuroh to honor these sainte la the

fourteenth of February. And here is the beet explanation of

why their day became a day of love and friendship* In ancientf

pagan Borne there was a ceremony in honor of Pan and Juno held

during the raonth of February. During this ceremony, boys and

girls would draw nones from an urn; the person whose name each

boy or girl drew was supposed to receive especial attention

during the rest of the year. Now when the Christian church came

into dominance, it tried to eradicate the pagan festivals, or if

that seemed impossible to modify those old festivals by combining

them with some Christian observance. Since the Roman ceremony

in honor of Pan and Juno fell about the middle of February, and

so did the day in honor of the Saints Valentine, the two became

one.

At first the Church pastors attempted a second modification.

They retained the drawing or the lottery, but in place of boys1

and girls1 names they used the names of the Saints. The Saint

whom you drew in this annual lottery was your particular protector

for the ensuing year. It never quite worked, however. The great
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numbers of the common ptople liked their old oustom of drawing

the names of personal friends. At late as the sixteenth century,

however, the church tried to stop the practice. Love, I might say

with moderation, was triumphant. And so, with many ohanges and

aocttfioations, the fourteenth of February is still the day for

indicating your oholoe of friends and lovers.

The early English poets frequently wrote about Valentine's

day~~-Chauoer, Lydgate, Shakespeare, and Drayton. Shakespeare

has Ophelia sing these four lines)

Oood morrow, 'tis St. Valentine's day
All in the morn betime,

And X a maid at your window
To be your Valentine.

Drayton, a poet contemporary with Shakespeare, begins a

charming poem to his valentine in this way:

Muse, bid the morn awake,
Bad winter now declines,

Eaoh bird doth choose a mate,
This day's 8t. Valentine's;

For that good bishop's sake
Get up and let us see,

What beauty it shall be

That fortune us assigns.

There seems to have been three practices connected with

St. Valentine's day, and all of them current at about the same

time in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. First the simplest

and probably the most serious——the practice of concentrating on

the individual that you love; deliberate oholoe with no chance

or lottery in it. The second way to get a Valentine for yourself

back in those old days was certainly easy; a woman could challenge

the first unmarried rtan she saw on February 14 to be her Valentine;

and a man had the sane privilege of challenging the first woman

he met.
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In an old play, a rural dame hat these lines to sayJ

Last Valentine, the day when birds of kind
Their paraatoua with mutual chirpings find,
I early rose Just at the break of day,
Before the eun had chased the star* away:
A-field I went, amid the morning dew#
To milk my klne (for so should housewives do)
Thee first I spied—and the first swain I see.
In spite of Fortune Ghall my true lore be,

I read about another lady who had workmen repairing her

house on Valentine^ day, and had to kee her eyea covered

lest she see one of them and be forced to take him for her

Valentine. Some people didn't play quite fair in this game;

they didn't leave the eholce entirely up to chance, Suppose

Miss Brown had secretly been in love with young Mr. Jones for

many months, then Mies Brown could plot to be some place on the

street early in the morning and bunp, quite by aocident, into

Hr. Jones. If she claimed he was the first man she had seen,

then he was her Valentine.

The method of choosing Valentines by drawing names out of

a box or a bowl must have presented difficulties, too. At one

time, both the men and the women drev? namen, so that each person

at a ?arty had two Valentines. The girl whom a man drew, and the

girl who drew him, both would be his Valentine. Custom, though,

allowed him to pay more attention to the girl whom he, himself,

drew. That may have eased the situation somewhat, but I can

easily Imagine the fights and heartaohes that often accompanied

a drawing.

It was customary to give your Valentine a gift. It was also

thought very fine, indeed, if two single people who met through

a 3t, Valentine's party drawing, should fall in love and marry.
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At other times, people who were already married participated in

the drawings and in the "I meet you first* games; then, of course,

it was merely a matter of a gift and of friendship.

One of the great sources of information about old St. Valentine1!

Bay custom*, as it is a source about so many other subjects, is

Samuel J>epys' Diary. Pepye, as you probably already know, kept

a diary from 1660 to 166^; he kept it in short-hand, and like

most diaries, it was Intended only for his personal reading. It

is therefore spontaneous, frank, and revealing. Nothing was too

trivial and nothing was too important for Samuel Pepys to record

and to comment on* When the diary was deoiphered around 1&20, the

world was delighted to learn that Pepys had left us the best

contemporary aocount we have of England in the I66o's» Pepys was

quite an important man in the government of England, and lived the

life of parties, and the theatre, and heavy drinking and eating

that we associate with the Restoration life of London. His diary

has a unique fascination because it is so oonpletely Intimate

and unstudied, There are also many excellent lives of him In the

library's biography collection.

But to ret back to Pepys and Valentines, in almost every

entry for February lH, he has some revealing comment to make.

Here la the one for 1660: "My wife, hearing Mr. Moore's

voice in my dressing-chamber, got herself ready, and came doim

and challenged him for her Valentine."

The entry for another year is this? "Up early, and to Sir

w. Batten's, but oould not go in till I found out whether they that

opened the door was a nan or a woman, and Mlngo, who was there,

answered a woman, which, with his tone, made me laugh; so up I
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went, and took Mrs. Martha for my Valentino (which I do only

for comraaoency), and Sir W. fatten, he go in the tame manner

to ay wife, and so we were very merry.11

In I667 he has this entry, whioh indicates that people were

already beginning to make Valentine's Day cards: "This morning

came up to my wifefs bedside (I being up dressing myself) little

Will Mercer to be her Valentine, and brought her name written

upon blue paper in gold letters, done by himself, very pretty; and

we were both well pleased with it. But I am also this year my

wife's Valentine, and it will cost me five pounds, but that

I must have laid out if we had not been Valentines*11 Two days

later, on the sixteenth, Pepys writes this: "1 find that lire.

Pierce1a little girl is my Valentine, she having drawn rae, whioh

I was not sorry for, it easing me of something; more than I must

have given to others. But here I do first observe the fashion

of drawing mottoes as well as names, so that Pierce, who drew

my wife, did draw also a motto and this $:irl drew another for me.

What mine was, I forget; but my wife's was *Most courteous and

most fair.*

Prom about this time on to about 1600, and often muoh later,

if you wanted to send a Valentine card to your favorite boy or

girl, then you had to make it yourself. These homemade Valentines

are the ones that collectors rize most highly today. In the

earliest days of making them, you might have had only a sheet of

gilt edged paper, but later on you could buy paper with frilly,

laoey borders. Then you had little gummed stickers to paste on

the sheet——maybe a oupid with his bow and arrow, or if you wanted

to be more positive, the picture of a loving oouple seated under
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a bower of flowers with a ohuroh in the distance.

Your message had to be in verse; prose was too common and

vulgar for It* Valentine^ day. The hundreds of samples of this

home-made verse which have survived in collections of Valentines

must represent thousand of hours of toll. But not everybody,

no matter how hard he might try, oould force his wits to produce

a proper poem* So, the publishers of books, came to his resoue.

Books with suoh titlea as these began to appear in the eighteenth

century? "The young man1e Valentine writer;" or "Hymen's rhapsodies,

with this sub-title, "Lovers1 themes, a collection of original

Valentine verses for gentlemen to address ladies in sonnets,

superior to any others.1*

These books offered a wide choice of selection) there were

poems accepting the offered love in the most fervent phrases,

there were other poems rejecting the love in no unoertain way.

Suppose a younr irlfs swain was a brick layer; on St. Valentine's

day she receives Ills Valentine with this poem on it, a poem he

has labored over for days*

To My Valentine

ith mortar and trowel
You know I do no ill,
But a mansion can raise very high;

Then, sweet Valentine,
If you will be mine,

You shall have a fine house by and by.

Well, the girl wants to aooent, she has to respond in verse,

but she oan never hope to compose it herself. So, out she runs

to buy a book of Valentine verses, finds a poem for a bricklayer

and sends him this answers
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Dearest Valentine

My charmer, my sweet,
I will kneel at your feet,
And to your fond wishes inclinej

Your mansion so great,
So charming and neat,
Will please your own Valentine*

The Ingenuity of printers and stationers in selling thousands

of ready-made Valentines and the always cheaper postage rates

eventually changed the picture completely. Many of the Valentines

that could be bought were at first elaborate and quite beautiful,

but they gradually became cheaper, more gaudy, and leas fine. By

iagO and 1^90, the Valentine had degenerated into a coralo or

derogatory cartoon, usually sent anonymously to annoy rather than

please the receiver* I won't go on from there, because you know

as well as I know that the Valentine has again returned to popularity.
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The Library Book Parade
WHEC

February Ik,
5:00 P.M.

flood afternoon, ladies and gentlemen. This is LeRoy Provins

leading the Library Book Parade, a weekly program about books and

authors sponsored by the Rochester Public Library,

On the twenty-second of this month Maurice Evans will present

in Rochester his full-length version of Shakespeare's play,

"Hamlet.M Mr. Evans1 theatrical success with the plays of

Shakespeare in the last few years is but one typical example of

the general success that actors and actresses have recently had with

the dramas of the old English playwright. Despite the fact that he

died in I6l6, Shakespeare can stand up today and honestly claim

to earn as much money and to win as much twentieth-century praise

as any living dramatists. Our renewed Interest in and appreciation

of Shakespearian performances are interesting and somewhat

astonishing.

To keep pace with this enthusiasm for Shakespeare in the

theatre, we have had a considerable number of new books on the man

and his plays. I have picked out three of the more interesting

and readable of these books, and this afternoon I intend to tell

you briefly about them. Such a fantastic amount of writing on

Shakespeare has been done through the centuries that I am always

amazed when some author finds a legitimate reason for a new book

about him. However, W. H. Auden, the ^oet, writes that HIf it

is true that life provides everyone with the material for one

good book, it is also true that everyone has something worth while

to say about plays of Shakespeare.11 My personal objection to so

much of the Shakespearean literature is its stuffy air of pedantry
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and blind, unadulterated scholarship. The books which I have

on my list today, however, are books for the general reader;

they are reliable, authentic books on Shakespeare written by

scholars for people like you and me to read.

Perhaps the most important book of the whole lot is one

entitled simply nShakespeare," recently written by Professor Mark

Van Doren. M Scholars and common people who think they have no

more room on their shelves for a new book on Shakespeare will

change their minds after the first five pages of Mr. Van Doren's

volume. These pages are his general introduction to the plays

and they are a miracle of good sense and brevity^ From that

point, each play is taken up separately by the author, demonstrating

by illustration and illumination the peculiar power of each play

for him."

"Another critic of Shakespeare, the famous Dr. Johnson was

the first to be brief and sensible and memorable in his sentences

on Shakespeare's poetry. He is the only critic quoted in this

new book and the distinction is right. I 3on't believe Johnson

would be displeased to have Van Doren1s new book alongside his

old one*. For any one who has read Shakespeare or is about to

read Shakespeare, this book (of VanDoren's) is by far the best

modern commentary; and besides, it is, even without Shakespeare,

a delightful book in itself."

For Van Doren the play's the thing, and not so much the play

as performed in the theatre as the play read and pondered upon

in the quiet of the library. He ignores all the conventional

and rather tiresome problems of Shakespeare; the problems of

biography, theatrical history and conventions, questions of text
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and the like. He draws no analogies between the plays of Shakespeare

and those of his contemporaries. Not more than once or twice

does he glance, and then only for a moment, at questions of author-

ship. "Shakespeare" by Mark Van Doren is one poet's sensitive

appreciation of the great works of another poet.

Another recent addition to the literature of Shakespeare is

called "Shakespeare in America" by Esther Dunn. In this book

the author has packed an inoredible amount of information on

Shakespeare in every conceivable relation to the cultural history

of the United 3tates. Practically all critics have received

" Shakespeare in America" with warm praise; one of them wrote that

it "Would be hard to pick out a better recent example of genuinely

scholarly investigation prepared for a popular audience."

Esther Dunn says that sorae magio in Shakespeare's "pages,

either truly felt or taken for granted, has made (him) along with

the Bible, a constant companion of American development. For the

first hundred and fifty years he was a symbol of our English •home1.

...The middle-class refugees from England turned their backs on

him as a part of all they disliked. But they turned their backs

in full consciousness that he stood there behind them, inalienably

a part of their English inheritance. The colonists, who kept

olose to England and followed its cultural dictates, found

Shakespeare, both in the library and on the stage, a bond with

life at home. He h&d appropriate lines for their diaries and

letters. He oomforted their new patriotism and enforced their

determination to stand against British tyranny. Until after the

American Revolution, Shakespeare in America was a provincial echo

of Shakespeare in England,
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"Then, in the new American nation the new social values

began slowly to work on Shakespeare. He waa still the symbol

of culture. To own a volume of Shakespeare, to see him in the

theatre, was an obligation. The way in which his plays permeated

American life in the nineteenth century is revealing. We were

insecure culturally. We had to protest that our culture was of

the first water.

* School boys and girls, political orators, preachers,

neighborhood clubs, made him their own. He echoed along the banks

of the Ohio and Kississlpoi as the flatboats bore settlers and

entertainers westward to the new frontier. He was familiar in

raining camps. Hie effigy on the fronts of buildings in Pittsburgh

and Chicago looked down to assure the populace that culture was

rampant in their new world. The best minds were equally oooupled

with him. To the writings of Eaerson and Whitman, he 1B a

constant background. Lincoln tided himself over difficult moments

with quotations from Shakespeare.H

In her search for the beginnings of Shakeopeare in America,

Mies Dunn is not surprised to find him missing from the earliest

libraries. That age, she says, the first half of the seventeenth

century, was peculiarly like our present time, in that people

wanted to read serious bookB. They had no interest in stage-plays

written by a man who had beon dead only a few years. Shakespeare

had not yet begun to aohieve his almost universal and unanimous

acclaim. William Brevster was the only university graduate in

the Plymouth Colony, and when he died in I6H3 he left a fine

library, but it didn't contain any Shakespeare. John Harvard, a

young Puritan minister, died in I63S, and left behind him four
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hundred books, but no Shakespeare. John Harvard, by the way,

willed hie books and one-half of his eatate to the new college

for which the General Court of Massachusetts had already voted

four hundred pounds. The authorities decided to name the school

"Harvard* after the man who was so generous with his books; that

has always seemed to m© one of the luckiest gifts a man ever made.

Other men have given away many millions of dollars in return for

much less fame. After searching all of the seventeenth oentury

for traces of Shakespeare, the author concludes they are rery

scaroe. He was present, though, and as btaunchly as we could

reasonably expect. Amusingly enough, one of the fe\* men of that

time who are suspected of having owned a Shakespeare folio is

Cotton Mather, the stern, uncorapriolng moralist.

Although Miss Dunn doesn't mention Rochester in her book,

I have some information about Shakespeare and the theatre in our

city. According to one man who investigated the subject, HRochester

wae one of the last inland cities to yield a foothold to the

player and the showman.1* Two reasons are given* the people were

too busy building the city to pay much attention to any kind of

amusement, and there was too much New England background to permit

any real tolerance of the theatre. Occasionally in the early days

of the nineteenth c&ntury, there would be a play in Rochester,

but if the newspapers paid any attention to it, it was to condemn*

For example, here is a comment from a newspaper of 1323: "It is

really astonishing to think that the trustees of so respectable a

Tillage as Rochester, should perait sucfc a disorderly place as the

theatre. We wxpress ourselves thus plainly from otir knowledge that

the respectable part of this oomraunity has long since decidedly
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diaapprobftted the theatre, and we <3o sincerely hope that our

Tillage trustees will, hereafter, when an application for license

Is presented by any playing company, act more in accordance v;ith

the wishes of the sober, reflecting and moral part of our citizens."

Aa late as 1333, Henry C'Roilly in his "Sketches of Rochester"

gives dsvout thanks that "neither theatre nor circus oan now be

found in Rochester."

In 1&?6 two new theatres opened In Rochester. For its first

bill one of thet advertised performances of Shakespeare's "Richard

1X1/ and another play called "The Rendezvous.* This was the

first performance of HRichard III" and probably one of the very

first Shakespearian play a given &•##» The great Edwin Booth

appeared frequently in Rochester in Shakespearian plays from

1360 to 1S&9, His theatre in Roohsster v/as ths old Metropolitan

Theatre, although he wade his Iftat Rochester performance in the

Lyoeuns, whloh was then new. The Rochester Shakespeare Society

was founded in 136M, gftA is s&id to be the second oldest one in

the oountry.

In "Shakespeare in Araerioa," Esther Dunn continues her

coHoentp on euch subjects as the quality of colonial Shakeap&arl.an

performances, Shakespeare and the aagasines of America, Shakespeare

in the California Gold Rugh, and Shakespeare in the schools and

colleges. The whole booic is a revealing and frequently amusing

commentary on American cultural habits and changes.

M7 last book about Shakespeare is perhaps a aiinor contribution

but is certainly an interesting one. It is called *The fourth

forger11 and was written by John Mair, apelled M-A-I-R. It is the

story of William Ireland, who forged a play, a mortgage, and other
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supposed Shakespeare items. In his day, which was around the

end of the eighteenth century, he and his father became quite

famous because of the astonishing Shakespearian documents they

were finding. Actually, the young man v/as forging them all

himself; some people have believed that the father was in on the

deception, but the author of the "Fourth Forger" does not consider

him guilty. The three famous forgers of literature who preceeded

Ireland were Lauder, who accused Milton of plagiarism; Macpherson,

who invented the Oaelic poet, Ossian; and Chatterton, the boy

poet, who served up his poetry as the work of a medieval monk.

In hi8 book, Mr, Mair retells the story; how and why Ireland

committed the forgeries, how suspicion grew, and the bubble of

deceit pricked. The result is as fascinating as most detective

stories.

William Ireland as a youngster had been brought up to worship

Shakespeare and anything connected with him* William's father,

who collected and sold all sorts of antiques and curios, was

always looking for any kind of material that would bring new

light on the subject of Shakespeare's obscure life. When the

boy began to forge, he probably had two motives; first, to clear

Shakespeare's name of any slurs cast upon it; to help along the

memory of his idol. The second motive, was to prove to himself,

hi8 father and the world that he had wit enough to deceive them.

One of the cruel things about his exposure, was that after he

oonfeased the forgeries to his father, that irate man refused to

believe his son had ever had sense enough to commit them.

This story of William Ireland and his spoofing of the whole

world of scholarship is entertaining, especially as Mr. Mair

presents it*
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The Library Book Parade
tfHEC

June 26, 19^0
5:00 P.M.

Music

Announcer: Here comes the Library Book Parade.

Provins:

Good afternoon ladies and gentlemen. This is LeHoy Proving

leading the Library Book Parade, a weekly program about books

and authors prepared and presented by the Rochester Public Library,

I'm sure that you people who use the Publio Library will

understand the feeling I occasionally have—the feeling that there

are so many books to choose from in the Library that the final

selection is difficult. The Library has well over four hundred

thousand volumes—and that number can be overpowering at times.

The very wealth of books from which to choose makes it difficult

every once in awhile to know what to talk about on this program.

That's why, when someone gives me an idea or an author for this

weekly Library Hook Parade, Ifm ready to remember that person in

my prayers at nirht. Miss Bettina Hunter rates such a place today.

Mise Hunter, who works in the Main Library's Literature and Biography

Division, suggested the author of today's books.

The author is Frances Warner, a middle-aged woman who has

written a rather long string of delightful, amiable books of

essays. Perhaps I ought not to have said "essays," so bluntly,

because that word may have made a lot of people turn off their

radios, and that would be a ^ity. A pity, not because they wouldn't

have the prlvelege of hearing me deliver this monologue, but a

-ity because they would thereby miss a better acquaintance with

the books of Miss Warner. I assure you that the essays Hiss
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Warnar writes are not the kind you save as serious reading to be

done in your old age; quite the contrary—whatever seriousness

she has in her books is hidden beneath abundant wit and good humor,

charra and urbanity.

Very frankly, I did not know rauoh about Frances Warner and

her books until I began to read for this talk with you. I can

honestly say that reading her books these last few days has been

one of the most pleasant preparations I have ever made during

all the fairly long time now that the Public Library has been on

the air.

In married life, France* Warner is Mrs. Kayo Dyer Hersey.

During most of her life, she has been a teacher—first in high

schools, and later in wellesley and Mount Holyoke. Another of

her Jobs has been the assistant editorship of the Atlantic

athly, a magazine in which many of her essays or articles

originally appeared.

Most of her books are made up of short pieoes on any subject

or idea that appealed to her. An exception Is her latest book,

"Amateur1* holiday/ which she describes as "the story of a

holiday with stringed instruments by the sea.11 To put it a

little more plainly, the author tells In this book of a Christina*

house party on the New Jersey coast that she and her husband

attended. The guests had been carefully chosen; they all had

one common Interest—music, and most of them could play, so

ether they made up an orchestra, doing down to New Jersey

for Christmas morning aeant getting up very early for the author's

family. She writes,

"Normally our idea of a good time does not include getting
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up before dawn. Whenever I wind an alarm clock, I wind myself up

too. Like a manufacturer who installs a robot in his plant and

then stays around to supervise the robot, I am right on hand to

choke our clock when it makes that threatening little swallow

in its throat before it begins to chuckle and chime.11

When Migg Warner, or Mrs. Hersey if you prefer her married

name, arrived at the week-end house she found an electric organ

had been Installed as a present to the hostess froa her son. Most

all of these people were Phi1adelphiana, and Miss Warner makes a

comment about them that I want to pass on to you. Personally I

like Philadelphia so rauoh, that 1 always enjoy finding something

nice about it in a book. Kiss Warner writes:

"People in Philadelphia treat themselves to music as people

in NevTport treat themselves to yachts. A man in Phlladephia gets

an extra musical instrument for his household rauoh as a man of

Detroit raight get his family an extra oar."

"Amateur^ holiday,** is made up of four parts: nuslc, good

food, good company, and the interesting or penetrating anecdotes

with which Miss Warner peepers all her books. For music, the

guests formed an orchestra with these instruments: an organ,

piano, first and second violins, a cello, a viola, and a flute.

For good food, they had Philadelphia scrapple, fresh steamed

lobsters, turkey, pies and cakes. The company offered diverse

personalities; the guest of honor was a young girl from Colorado

who had never seen the ocean, and they were all very careful that

she had had a satisfying breakfast, before they dramatically

ulled back the curtains from the windows that faced the sea, and

let the Colorado girl take her first long look at the foaming; waves
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and the circling sea gulls. The fourth part of this bookf "amateur's

holiday/ the anecdotes and stories* Miss Warner supplies in plenty.

One of the guests was a stuaker, and she gave t e company her

Quaker grandmother1* recipe for pie; the language is so char<nlng

that hiss Warner repeats it all: I have time to give you only a

bit.

It starts like this: "Whatever amount of flour thee takes,

thee must take one-third that quantity of shortening. Thee must

keep the shortening ice cold, and the bowl ice cold, and the

wator ice oold, and thee must get thy hands as cold as thee can.

Thee must then take one third of thy shortening that thee has

measured out, mix it with flour, add a little of the ioe water,

but thee mustn't get it too wet—and whack it out on the board."

The recipe ends with this bit of advice, "And if thy pie is a

Juicy one, thee had better cut a hole in the top crust with a

funnel of paper stuck in, so that the steam can escape and not

explode thy pie.1*

Miss Warner comments that "one of the moet enchanting elements

of speech in the Quaker manner is the admixture that one finds

among the witty 'Friends1 of scriptural parlance and modern slang.

Perhaps I do not mean exactly slang, but the sudden surprise, for

instance, of hearing somebody who uses the 'plain speech* interject

such an up-to-date phrase as 'To tell thee the truth, I thinV thee

had better step on it.'"

Miss Warner ends this ch*r ;ing book of hers, "Amateur's

holiday," with this observation. "Whatever may happen to the

startled bivouac of this world," she writes, "as long as half a

dozen kindred spirits are left, they will come together and talk.
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They will struggle back up the hills of civilization to this

•seventh heaven1 that human beings always may possess—the

magic gift of communing with one another through words, through

music, and through love.*

All that I have quoted so far in this program comes from

the one book, "Amateur's holiday,* but many other books that

Frances Warner has written are Just as Interesting in their own

ways*

One of her minor books, is a fifty page affair addressed
HTo the people we like.* 1*11 say no more about it, but simply

read you the beginning, which I enjoyed. It starts off like thlsJ

"The people we llkeJ Kay their oonvsraation naver grow less.

May their tires never flatten. Hay their boats never leak, their

clocks never stop, their pipes never freeze, their fishing-lines

never part cable. Hay their moving vans never turn turtle. May

their hydroplanes never collide.

*May their dreams never dwindle, their loves never cease,

their plastering never cone down. May they be visited this day

with a shred suspicion that we wish them well.*

One of her volumes that are made up of odds and ends of

short pluses Is a book called *Pleasures and palaces." It

contains an essay on "Hay f*verJ" "Three sneezes,H Miss .'arner

says, "are luoky; nineteen unlucky. One sneeze, isolated, can

be taken e.s proof that you h&ve not the authentic, aristocratic,

Henry Ward Beecher variety of hay fever.

"Hay fever arrives and combusts on the minute,41 warns the

author. "Every sufferer tries tc forget his particular date,

only confiding to other sufferers what date he ie trying to forget,
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Nevertheless, hi3 day, like the Fourth of July, la invariably

announced in the early morning twilight by an explosion. If

you forget Independence Day, or your rendezvous with the hay

fever, the explosion ooours JUG£ the earae... Contrary to popular

notion,14 aaya Frances Warner, "the actual sneeze, per se, is not

the most disagreeable part of hay fever• Thy Intolerable phase

is that curious sensation of things impending, which immediately

precedes a sneeze. Xt this sensation is not brought %o a

victorious conclusion, it leaves its medium suspended in the

air, thwarted irascible."

Another of Frances Warner's entertaining books is "The

unintentional charm of men,11 a book in which the author has

many flattering and encouraging things to aay about uo aen» In

reading this book, I was particularly happy to find one woman

who appreciates the subtleties of men13 clothes. Before ehe

vat married, Ml aa Warner says, she always envied men the

simplicity of their dresa. She writes, "no matter how elaborate

the occasion, all they have to do is to titep i.ito a fine plain

standardized oostume, and there thoy are. But I was to learn,"

adds the author,"that their costume is no such casual matter of

simply stepping in. The fine simplicity is the sum of all its

particles, each one more vitally necessary than the last, and

each soheduled for it9 place, like Uie stones if a cathedral,

like the apringa and jewels of a watch* The finished neat

cylindrical effect looks simple in the sawe sense that an

electron tube looks simple; it is amazingly put together,

elaborately thought out—what the modern French modiste calls

'oorapose. '"
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After going on to discuss the intricacies of men's clothing,

W Frances Warner ends up with this suggestion for young vives:

"If they wish to win un4yln& gratitude at some unexpected criais,*

she writes, "let them keeî  hidden in reserve a secret collection

of duplicates of all those precious particles without aay on® o'

which a gentleman'3 coaturae cannot stand* Their fathers oan ̂ ive

them an accurate list of these. Indeed a eliolce equipment of

such things might veil be part of a father's dowry to a bride*

Only reflect,*1 Miss Warner asks, "upon the dramatic .aoraent, when,

the whole world collapsing for want of one little tiny hinga, the

bride opens her Jewel case and produces a duplicate of the lost

particle which the rigidity of masculine tradition demands should

be Just so and not otherwise—no novelltlss, no substitutes, no

compromise, no patchlngs-up.H

Well, I could go on and talk for an hour about the book* of

Franoes Earner, reading you bite here and there. They are easy

books to talk about, Just as they are easy books to r<*&d. But

my time le up, and I'll simply say lhat if you want civilized,

urbane and witty reading, don't IQI%QX the booko of Frances

Warner. The Main Library has them all, and the branches of the

Rochester Public Library throughout the city have a good represen-

tation of then.

Before I go off the air, however, I want to read you & pro-

clamation Issued by Mayor Samuel B. Dicker. I think it explains

itself.

2REA3, printing has contributed magnificently and essentially

A to man's realization of his own vast future; and

, the year 19^0 has been universally accepted as the
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year to observe the 5OOth anniversary of the European invention

of printing from movable types; and

WHEREAS, Rochester is nationally prominent for its teaching

of printing, the Board of Education having been a pioneer in the

establishment of printing in the public school ourricuiura, and

the Rochester Athenaeum and Mechanics Institute containing a

prominent De artraent of Publishing and Printing; and

WHEREAS} Rochester has long been the home of excellent and

outstanding oraftraanshlp in printing; and

WH2RSAS, The Rochester Public Library has chosen July 1,

as the beginning of a series of public exhlolts in commemoration

of this anniversary; and

WHEREAS, the National Graphic Arts H&ucation Guild rteste in

convention in this city beginning June 30, 19^0 also to observe

this anniversary;

NOW, THEREFORE, I, Samuel 8. Dicker, Mayor of the City of

Rochester do proclaim the week of June 30, 19*̂ 0 the official week

for the observation in this city of the 500th anniversary of the

invention of printing, and do hereby invite the people oi Rochester

to visit the exhibits of the Rochester Public Library, and other-

wise to participate in appropriate oommemorative celebration.

(Signed) 3amual •• dicker
Mayor of the City of Rochester
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The Library Book Parade
WHEC

May 22,
5:00 P. M

Drums:

Announcer1 Here comes the Library 3ook Parade,

Provins:

Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen. This is LeRoy Provins

bringing you the Library Book Parade, a weekly program about

books and authors prepared and presented by the Rochester Public

Library.

Twelve librarians, tried and true, are the ladies who

directly control the fortunes of the branches of the Rochester

Public Library. These twelve branches are scattered throughout

the city from the Charlotte Branch on Stutson Street down near

the lake, to the Monroe Branch in its fine building way out

Monroe Avenue. Scattered they are, but not without rhyme and

reason; through the years, the branches have been located in

or near the most thickly populated residential sections. The

branches represent the most important means the Rochester Public

Library has to bring books and book-services directly to you.

Getting back to the librarians themselves, however, the

other day I was at a meeting where they all were present. In

the conversation we had, we decided it would be worthwhile to

devote this program this afternoon to two or three books that

were in all the branches and that all the librarians could

honestly endorse as entertaining, worthwhile reading. Not all

the branches, you know, have the same books in their collection;

each branch librarian makes an Intelligent effort to choose for
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her collection the books that best meet the needs and the tastes

of the people in the locality her branoh serves.

Well, out of the welter of suggestions of titles for today,

I choose these three to talk about:

Osa Johnson's, I married adventure.

Katharine Brush's, This is on me.

and Harold Lamb's, March of the barbarians. These books

are in all twelve of the branches, which in itself is a recommendation

for them of the highest kind. I said I would review those three

books, but as I look at the clock I expect I'll have to save one

for another time, Harold Lamb's, March of the barbarians. That

leaves me with two books—both recently published, both unusual,

both by women, and both about their married and professional lives.

Katharine Brush you probably remember as the author of such

best-sellers as "Young man of Manhattan8 and "Red-feeaded woman,"

books that later were made into highly successful motion pictures.

While no sane person would ever pin a medal of literary immortality

on Mrs. Brush, yet there's no denying that she can write usuaually

well and easily. With a typewriter that can be equally bitter

and tender, she has described our contemporary American life in

seven novels and many short-stories.

Her newest book, "This is on me," is definitely not a novel.

But that negative definition is about the closest I can come to

a classification of it—it's part autobiography, part a collection

of short-stories, and part a revelation of her literary career.

But here's what Mrs. Brush herself writes about her book:

"It is only fair to warn you thatUiis book is a vast hodge-
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podge—the title fits as best it can, but that's not well. There

is no real way of describing such a shambles of a book as this,

and no way of explaining it, except to tell you how it came about.

It came about, then, because publishers do not like very much to

publish straight collections of short stories (which was what I

wanted). It seems it's hard enough to sell whole novels, in this

day and age.

"Now my publishers," continues Mrs. Brush, Mas you won't see

from the title page, are called John and Stanley. They are nice

young men of different sizes and color schemes. I have loved

them dearly for years, and they have loved me in their fashion.

So we all three sat in one of their offices—well, no, as a

matter of fact we didn't, now I oorae to think of it. We planned

this book at a table at the Persian Room in the Plaza Hotel, at

two o'clock in the morning, while Eddie Duchin's orchestra was

playing "Get out of town." This fact alone ought to give you a

rough idea." concludes Mrs. Brush.

What the three of them planned that morning was a book that

would contain some typical Katharine BruaJ* short-stories, and that

the author would then tell how each story was written, how the

idea oarae to her, and trouble she had, if any, and whether or not

her editors liked it, and what the public's reaction was. In

other words, the blow-by-blow account. Well, in some ways,

Katherine Brush followed that idea in writing "This is on me," but,

her own life persistently crept into the book, until "This is on

me" became also a kind of autobiography. It has ended up exaotly

what Mrs. Brushhonestly says it is, "a vast hodge-podge." It Is

a hodge-podge, however, with considerable Interest—authors who are
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more aspiring than successful will find it fascinating, readers

of Katharine Brush's books will relish the intimate picture of

how she works and lives, and people like me, who occasionally

want only a well-written, intelligent, and reasonably distinctive

book, will be satisfied with this hodge-podge, called "This is

on me.M

Mrs. Brush was born in Middletown, Connecticut; her father

was headmaster of Dumraer Academy in Massachusetts, That unfortunate

name for a boy's school—Duraiaer—plagued Mrs. Brush as a young

girl; she always knew people would laugh at it, and she would have

to explain it. What little education she had took place in a

girl's boarding school, where she distinguished herself as the

most mischievous, trouble-making, penalized girl on the campus.

The real fun she got out of that school was writing about it in

her diary, which she gives you samples of in this book. Mrs.

Brush in her early 'teens could write remarkable well you learn

from the diary.

Her inability to learn Latin was the indirect cause of her

never going farther in school, and her first Job. Her father,

head-master that he was, soon discovered that his daughter didn't

begin to know enough Latin to pass a college entrance examination,

so he kept her home for a year to tutor her; it was that year she

decided she might as well work, got a Job on a Boston newspaper,

first as a typist, and then as a substitute motion-picture columnist

She never did learn the Latin.

Eventually, she married Stew Brush, a likeable young man who

took her off to East Liverpool, Ohio, where his father was the

publisher of a newspaper. It is East Liverpool with all its small
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town characteristics, that gave Mrs, Brush much of her material

for her short-stories and novels.

For years now, she had been writing and writing, sending her

stuff off to editors and publishers, and always getting it all

back with printed rejection slips. Then she remembered the not

quite nice magazines that had always been banned in her fatherfs

school, and In the one she attende&^/but magazines that never

the less were widely read by the young. So, she began to write

indiscreet short-stories for cheap magazines and, the rejection

slips turned Into acceptance letters and checks. That activity

was all right as long as the stories were printed under a pseudonym,

but one fateful day, when she happened to be back in Massachusetts

visiting her family, she found a oopy of a periodical called

"Tdrrid Tales" that contained a story by her, and through an

unfortunate error, also contained her real name, Katharine Brush.

The horrible picture of all the little Duramer Academy boys buying

the forbidden Torrid Tales, finding her story and her name were

too much for Mrs. Bruefci. The scandal, she knew would also be too

much for her father. There followed an hilarious chase in a car

with a broad-minded faculty member, as the two of them bought

up all the copies of Torrid Tales they could find, and sent them

floating out to sea by way of the Parker River.

That taught Mrs. Brush her lesson, and she thereafter refrained

from writing for magazines of the Torrid Tales kind of market. v

College Humor, in its hey dey of success, became Mrs. Brush's

first real magazine market. She specialized in writing the fast,

furious and glamorous college story—aping as carefully as she oould
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Soott Fitzgerald, who was then the top-notch writer in expressing

the spirit of our prohibition children.

Her first novel to bring her wide-spread attention was MYoung

man of Manhattan.11 She writes about it in these words! "Now it's

an adventure to have a best-seller, and especially a first one;

and HYoung man of Manhattan" was even quite a big one, in its

season and year. This sort of thing makes you feel famous over

night (your error, as you later find) and you are treated like

the Fair-Haired Girl (for the duration—not a minute longer.)

In a light-hearted but seldom trite spirit, Mrs. Brush continues

the story of her private and literary lives, mingling the two with

careless grace. She divorced her firrt husband, and married another;

she wrote more successful books, she came to the sad point in her

career where she oouldn't write another word, she lived a life of

luxury and travel. It's all set down in the book, never in too

much detail, always amusingly and good naturedly. No one will

suggest "This is on me" as a vital, significant, or long-enduring

book. But I think the branch librarians were right in choosing it

out of the spring publications as a book worth the reading,

particularly if you have any interest in the trials and tribulations

of a popular young author.

The second book that the twelve branch librarians indicated

as good reading is "I married adventure" by Osa Johnson, wife of

the late Martin Johnson, explorer and photographer extraordinary

of wild life. "I married adventure" is written with frank, simple

straight forwardness. It has different appeals for many different

kinds of readers. The president of the American museum of natural

history writes in his foreword, "Here, in a story about everywhere
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else in the world, is romantic Americana that will one day be

history. These pages are themselves adventure. Here the watch-

maker's boy from Independence out in Kansas meets the Sante Fe

engineer's daughter from Chanute, plain people from the prairies.

Against that homespun background is woven a life and career filled

with exotic color." President Davison goes on to say that MI

married adventure" is Hno mere travelogue and picture album, but

rather the intimate tale of two lives... boy and girl from Kansas,

pushing their horizons into iar places."
HI married adventure,11 the lives the adventures of Martin

and Osa Johnson, is a heart-warming, grand story. It will be an

immensely popular book this summer, and a book that will remain

popular for many years to come.

Martin Johnson was an adventurous boy from the very beginning,

and blessed with parents who understood him, even if they didn't

appreciate all of his exploits. When he was around eighteen, on

a bet he started out to make the round trip from Chioago to London

on exactly $4.25. H© even got to Paris where for two months he

was the mechanic for a merry-go-round in Luna Park. After that

trip he tried to settle down in his father's Jewelry story, but an

offer to go along with Jaok London on the cruise of the Snark

lured him away from home, and gave him his first formal introduction

to adventuring; he was hired by Jack London as a cook, but his

companions soon found out that the ships engines could more safely

be entrusted into him as a cook.

Osa Johnson was nine years younger than Martin; when she married

him she was the farthest thing from a proper explorer's wife that
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you could imagine. What she wanted was a nice home in some Kansas

town, a family, and an occasional visit from her mother and father.

She shuddered at the thought of snakes, and even colored slides of

cannibal8 gave her bad dreams. She looked exactly like what she

was a pretty, innocent young American girl who hadn't yet

finished high-school.

How these two opposites met and married, and how they made for

themselves a happy and adventurous life, makes, as I said, a heart-

warming and memorable tale.

You might be interested particularly, in her picture of

George Eastman, who went along on one of their expeditions: Mr.

Eastman, Osa Johnson writes, "was extremely kind, sensitive,

resourceful and versatile. He loved to cook and it was grand

fun to see him take a turn at our clumsy little camp stove, (we)

stood and watohed in awe as one after another there emerged

delicious muffins, corn bread, beaten biscuits,... lemon tarts

and hickleberry pie. Mr. Eastman also rigged up an engenious

device for a shower bath, In our temporary camp, and was proud

as Punch over his accomplishment."

The time has come, the announcer says, for me to leave the

air, so I shall simply remind you again that the two books I

have talked about today are among the season's finest reading, in

the opinion of the branch librarians. The books are "This is on

raeM by Katharine Brush, and "I married adventure" by Osa Johnson.
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/ The Library 3ook ) arade
WHEC

June 20,
5:00 P.M.

Music:

Announcer: Here comes the Library Book Parade*

Proving?

Good afternoon, ladles and gentlemen. This is LeRoy Provins

leading the Library Book Parade, a weekly program about books

and authors prepared and presented by the Rochester Public Library.

The other day I saw a cartoon that I imagine a lot of you

also saw. The cartoon showed the chair of the President of the

United States covered with very long, sharp and uncomfortable

looking spikes. And standing beside the chair was «inole Sam

muttering to himself, "I can't understand why anyone wants to

sit in it."

Well, now that the conventions of the Republicans and

Democrats are only a fev? weeks off—conventions in which the

presidential candidate of each party will be chosen—you and I

are going to see again the familiar political scene of many men

scrambling for the chance to sit on that spike-covered presiden-

tial chair.

After Calvin Coolidge had left the White House, he remarked

that "It costs to be President." Henry Stoddard has used that

phrase of Coolldge's, "It costs to be President," as the title of

a book about our American presidents and about the other men who

ran for the presidency and failed. Stoddard, the author, was for

twenty-five years, from 1900 to 19^5, editor and owner of the New

York Evening Mail, a position that put him into Intimate relation-

ship with the politics and politicians of his time. His book is
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not a collection of short, familiar biographies, or anything

of that sort; it is an informal, readable account of practical

politics working at its greatest task, the election of a president;

it is an account of the tricks and quirks that place men in the

White House, or keep them out of the White House.

For example, Mrs, James G-. Blaine*s simple refusal to see

a caller was once responsible for her husband*s failure to obtain

the Republican nomination, and probably the Presidency. In the

convention of 1&76, Blaine was one of the strongest candidates;

he needed only twenty-seven votes for the nomination, and he would

have had those twenty-seven if it hadn't been for his wife. It

happened this way: several weeks before the convention, Blaine

was ill and at home in bed; one of the minor rival candidates

for the nominator carae to call on the sick man, but he wasn't

admitted. Mrs. Blaine sent down to him the message that she was

not at home. She wouldn't receive him. Well, in the convention

this same minor candidate had the Kentucky delegation behind him,

and when the Blaine managers came around to them for their votes,

they decided they were Hnot at home.11 They would avenge the insult

to their candidate by refusing to vote for the husband of the

woman who had raade the insult. And so one of the strongest

politicians of his time, a man who was almost sure to be elected

president, didn't get the chance beoause his wife decided to be

high-handed in whom she would and would not see.

It's stories like that one that Henry Stoddard tells in

hig book, "It costs to be president."

There'8 another good story that Stoddard tells-—the story

of a taxi ride to decide a presidency. In the Republican convention
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of 1920, two men—Lowden and Wood—had such equal voting strength

that neither one could get the nomination for presidency without

the consent of the other. The convention was dead-locked, and

something had to be done. So the two rival candidates got into

a taxi cab, and rode around Chicago for hours as the meter clicked

away adding up the fare. They were trying to see which one of

them would give way to the other and accept the second place on

the ticket. Neither of them would—it had to be first -lace or

nothing for both of them. And so, the two strong candidates

didn't get the nomination—.instead it went to a little known

man, Warren Harding. He was, for all practical purposes, nominated

and elected during a taxi ride.

Itfs interesting, I think, to knov the prophetic remark

that Mrs. Warren Harding made some months before the convention,

according to Mr. Stoddard* She said, "I've seen the inside of

the White House. The office is killing Wilson as surely aa if

he had been stabbed at his desk." And she pleaded, MDon't ask

Warren to run."

I don*t know if many of you would want to read wIt costs

to be president" in its entirety; while it is informal and popular

in its style, it is also filled with names and details of old

campaigns that most of us have never even heard of. If you are

unusually interested in national politics, then,of course, you

will find every page of this book exciting. If you have only

the average Intelligent Interest In politics, you will find only

parts of it amusing or instructive, and sometimes, pathetic.

Another book that I found on the shelves of the Rochester

Public Library the other day is "The ^reat game of politics11
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by Frank R. Kent. Mr. Kent says that his book is "an effort to

present the elementary human facts about politics, politicians

and political machines, candidates and their ways, for the benefit

of the average citizen.* The book has gone through quite a few

editions since it was written, and has always been popular, largely,

I think, because it's a realistic, hard-headed raanual of politics.

The author, Frank Kent, has been a Journalist and editor for

many years, usually writing about the political life of this

country. When he talks of politics, politicians, and political

machines, candidates and their ways, he knows whereof he speaks.

In one part of his book, Kent calculates that there are not

less than 150,000 persons soattered through the country whom it

is fair to classify as active candidates for elective positions.

And he comments, "The interesting thing about these candidates—

all of them—whether they win or lose, is that they are chronic

candidates. Once a candidate always a oandidate. It is an

apparently incurable disease. No man has yet been discovered,11

Frank Kent says, "Who after election to an office, did not want

either to hold on to that offioe for another term or run for a

better one—if there is a better one.H

And, adds Kent in "The great game of politics," "it is not

only the successful candidate who gets the office who becomes a

chronic candidate. Exactly the same thing Is true of the

unsuccessful one—even those who aspire but do not get as far at

the primaries. Onoe let his friends or a newspaper so much as

mention a man's name as 'available material1 or the 'right sort

of man for this Job—and from that time on he is running. He

never stops."
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In this book, Kent has one particularly illuminating chapter

called "What really stirs the voters.1* He flret says that the

one general maxim to remember in predicting election results is

this: "Prosperity absorbs all criticism." The truth of that

maxim, he says, was proved indisputably in the Coolldge-Davls

campaign of 192*k The Republicans had been in office, and the

Democrats vere easily able to prove that amazing dishonesty

and fraud had taken place, if the Democrats could make the

Republican party responsible, then it was easily argued that

the voters v/ould revolt and turn the Republicans out of office.

But, that didn't happen—despite the Republican responsibility

at that time for dishonesty and fraud, the people returned the

Republicans to power in 192H. Why? v/ell, says Frank Kent,

"Prosperity absorbs all criticism.1' The country had been

prosperous under the Republicans, and therefore they saw no reason

to change. They were only bored by all the talk of dishonesty.

There are only two issues that can excite the country and

change its normal political thinking in times of prosperity,

says the author of this book. These issues are, first, some

religious consideration, and secondly some issue that seems on

the one side to have great raoral significance, and on the other

side, to be an unwarranted interference with the personal liberty

of the individual; suoh an issue was prohibition. And Prank Kent

concludes that "aside from these two classes, if there is any

other kind of question of public policy to which the voters respond

when there is no general unemployment, it has not been discovered,H

Mr. Kent also makes the unflattering observation that "the

overwhelming majority of the voters are swayed by their inherent
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prejudice* and are impervious to argument and reason,*

Now there are two books about practical politics in America,

" It costs to be president11 by Henry Stoddard, and •'The great game

of politics" by Frank R. Kent, Both books are easy to read, and

certainly help the average voter 3ee through the camouflage, down

to the real men and the issues they represent. They are particularly

timely reading now that the party conventions are once again so

near at hand.

About the presidents of the United States, hundreds of

volumes of individual and collected biographies have been written,

of course. Not all of the presidents make very good biographical

material; the lives of some were rather dull and uninteresting—

they arrived at the presidency through some peculiar twist of

fate, and not because their past experience and their ability

warranted the high offloe* Such presidents are best forgotten.

rowsing through the books on the presidents and their

families that are in the library's Biography Division, I came

across a volume that was popular a short while back, and still

is as enjoyable as the day it was published. It is "The Woodrow

Wilsons,11 by Eleanor Wilson KcAdoo. It has two primary appeals—

first a charming story of a fine mother and father and their three

girls, a likeable account of civilized American family life; its

second appeal is the intimate picture it gives of Woodrow Wilson,

a picture so much at variance with the public's conception of

the man that both the people who loved him and the people who

disliked him could well read this book.

21eanor Wilson MoAdoo, who was the youngest daughter of the

Voodrow Wilsons, spends as much, if not more, time, writing about
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her mother than she does about her father. Mrs, Wilson was a

lady of great charm and dignity. I like this paragraph In which

Mrs. McAdoo says, "Mother never used a trace of powder, but once

when I opened one of her Incredibly neat drawers, I found a

rabbit's foot that was unquestionably red at the tip. I put it

back, feeling very guilty, and scrutinized her carefully for any

evidence that she had used It. Years later she told me that some-

times, when she was going out In the evening, she crushed ret

rose leaves and rubbed them on her cheeks with the rabbit's foot,

keeping it, of course, a dark secret from us.M

The Wilson children were very proud of their father when he

was a professor and later president of Princeton University. They

had a book of question, "The thumb confession book," and to the

question, "Who is the world's greatest orator* they always replied,

"Professor Wilson,* and also made all their playmates do the same.

They could nearer understand th© obstinacy of the Purves children

who insisted on replying that the world's greatest orator was

their father, Dr. Purves, another Princeton professor. Mrs. McAdoo

says, "I used to wonder how other children could be really happy

without a lather like ours. Even when I was very young, I was

conscious of a feeling of satisfaction that 1 wag I, because of him."

In another place, she remarks that it always amazed her to

hear her father called "cold" or "grim" or Maloof." "Warm close

friendships were a necessity to him," she says, "a stimulant that

he prized, guarded and required in full measure."

I started out to talk about books on politios because of the

imminence of the political conventions, and have ended up with a

biography of the Woodrow Wilsons. Unless I want to stretch things
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a bit, there's not much connection. What connection there is

lits in the fact that Mrs. MoAdoo tella of what her family was

like when her father was Just an obscure university teacher,

and then of the changes that ocoured in the family as he dramati-

cally rose to the proainence of the President of the United States.
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Music

Announcer: Here comes the Library Book Parade.

Provins:

Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen. This is LeRoy

Provins leading the library Book Parade, a weekly program about

books and authors prepared and presented by the Rochester

Public Library.

Jerome Beatty claims that he had the Mffffffti best

assignment m$ any reporter ever, had, and after I tell you

about that assignment I think you will agree with him. I'm

sure that all the newspap er men I know would give away their last

J I B typewriter and write their stories in longhand for j^

the chance of an assignment like the one Mr. Beatty had.

He was called one day by the editor of the Readers1

Digest and casually told that this was his assignment: he could

travel any place in the world he wanted to, spend as much time

and money as he Mffpji to spend, and all that he had to produce

werefK& bang-up stories about Americans who were doing unusual

and unknown things in different parts of the world. His

bossesJtJBjMi&X hidden away in obscure corners of the globe

must be soaa Americans jfos with magnificent accomplishmmnts

to their credit, but Americans who were little known to the

world in general—and, his bosses wanted Beatty to find these

people, and write about them.

Well, of course Beatty accepted the assignment, but

he wasn't quite sure where and how to begin. He says that

he couldn't just wander around the world kicking furiously

through the underbrush and yelling^ HHi-yo, Americans Iw

in lie hope of fluohtnfc cfoscure rnd interesting ones. He

was on the spot that Stanley, of Stenley^nd Livingston fame,

/would have been if some one had said, "HtBHqr,/go out and find

me some lost people. There must be a lot of them in this world."

As Mr. Beatty remarks in self pity, "When Stnaley went after
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Livingstone he knew, lucky Henry, that there was such a man.

Beatty did, however, get a few 9 ^ g 0 M s to start with

from all sorts of people and organizations, from the Department

of Coamere to the missionary societies.

i * By the time he had completed his assigneratnj; he had

founa)S*int&«ieligible Americans, and had covered 46,000

miles in liwSSSimonths. He took his wife along with him

because ne wanted her to share the fun, end not because bf

any coercion in the Maggy and Jiggs manner. They got along

quite well together as travelers, except x*hen the packing

of bags was to be done—then each blamed the other for

carrying along too much unnecessary impedimenta. Mr.

Beatty says that finally they shipped a lot of useless stuff

home and discovered "that more soothing to the nerves than a

warm, perfumed bath in a marble pool, with lute players hidden

among the pal m trees, is a suit-case that will close without

being sat upon."

| M # But Iftve been talking too long about a book

without mentioning its title. The book* of the day, then,

is "Americans all over," by Jerome Beatty. The author's

name doesn't mean very much, but he is a wnccessful writer

of magazine articles; after he had been on this trip for some

months he became worried about the quality of Mie material

he was saading back, whether or not his booses liked it,

so he cabled to ask them, and he got back the answer: "You

are world's ace reporter." Now thla book of his, "Americans

all over," lias been reasonably popular, but not as popular as

it deserves to be. I have thoroughly enjoyed reading it, and

I believe it to be the kind of book that can fce recommended

to a large audience. It is written without pretentiosness of

any kind—Jerome Beatty and wife knew they were Inexperienced

travelers who couldn't speak a word in any language except

English, and they1re the first people to admit their

deficiencies. The book wk{\fa/k ls written with abundant

good humor; the author is an experienced writer who has

a clever way with words.
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And the people he writes about are certainly worth

reading about; as** I told you he was commissioned to do this

assignment by magazine editors, so these stories have appeared first

in popular periodicals, but even though you read them there,

the book will still be interesting £o you. It contains much

material that did not appear in the magazines, and all the

stoCies have been rewrilten with added details. You know

that magazines impose a restraint on the vocabularies and

ideas of their authors that publishers of books do not
hi

Impose; the public that reads magazl nes mtnfl must be treated

with more caution than the book-reading public.

Well, anyway, I think "Americans all over" is a

splendid book, and I hope at lot of you have the pleasure of

reading it some time. It Is a cheering experience to read

about these splendid Americans who are accomplishing so much

fn difficult Races. I remember the story Beatty tells

about the native he met in Syria who wistfully wished that

America would come and run his sountry.

11'Americans,"he said, 'are kind.1 He thought for

a moment, dodged a camel in the road and then gave as his

considered opinion, 'Instead of the French, I belietoe I

would rather have the urks toack as masters here. When you
4.

bribe a French official, he may keep the money and do nothing

gb£ you. tfhe Turks ,are honest. When you bribe them, they keep

their word.1" In f&ct/f readirjg<̂ this book is a good cure for

any geeling of inferiority we may have about ourselves as

Americans; you learn in this book that a large part/ of the

ubdefrpriveleged people of this world look upon Americans

as people who can do anything, and who willdo it bravely and with

kindness.

The first American who qualified for a place in

this Fnffim/fFfjmr exclusive group of men and women whose

accomplishments are great fe**-wi*eee-^Dr. Paul W. Harrlson-

a graduate of Johns Hopkins University and one of the world's

finest doctors. Dr. Harrison is a nedical missionary in

Muscat, Arabia "the hottest city in the wdrld||fknd—its main
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industry being the drying of fish—probably the most evil-smelling

(city in the worlcu," temperatures reach 108 degrees in t he daytime

and 115 degrees at night. Mr. and Mrz . Beatty were there in¥
i /h<May and the nights were so hot, Beatty says /he welcomed the

early mor/ning sun because he could lie in it and cool off.

Well, in this hcfc-box Dr. Harrison and his wife

cure the ills of thousands of very dirty and underfed Arabs.

In his twenty-eight years of practice, the most Dr. Harrison

has ever got for a major operation is fifteen dollars, but

usually the fee is around thrlty-eeven cents, or simply nothing.

Dr. Harrison was a promising medical school graduate and he

could have made a fortune for himself in this country, but

he had the Idea that the way to have fun is not to make money

but to go around eplping folks whose luck is not as good as

yours. So, off he went'to Eastern Arabia to practice medicine—

and what a fine Job he has done., > -,

He has made mnny discoveries in medicine fcrt i-c %*~*r t

•feewAJflHflMTfm a world-wide authority on certain diseases and

bodily ills. He says he could make more (Uscovereies if he

could only nay-form some post-mortems- but the Monammedan religion

wont allow tht«. He thinks, for instance, the secret of

appeiidicitis may be/^ound in Arabia, because for tkenty-fitoe

years he neve^hflff a case of appendicitis, *4ftfiL in the last

few years, when the natives have have been living and eating

more like usA, appendlclts has begun to appear• !##########

Lacking sufficient money to purchase much of the modern

elector's eifuipment, Dr. Harrison carries on one of the

amazing medical practices in the world. A tall, thin, wiry

man of 55, he has become of the great white men of his

section of the world, an American who rightly belongs in

this book, "Americans all over."

Another American whom ^erome Bpp.tty met in his

travels and who is in this book is Bayard Dodge, president

of the American University at Belrut. eatty says that /]

sinae the American University is neither e ruin nor mention**

in the Bible, most tourists never see it, FJid few people
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realize it is one of the world's most effective and colorful

educational institutions. Nor do people know that the school's

president, Bayard Dodge, is the most respected man in all the

East.

Dodge comes from a wealthy American family, and has

dedicated his life to the University *fMhnot only does he

work without pay, but he and his friends have donated millions

of dollars to the school.

The American University at Beirut, under Dodge's

presidency, has itMpff developed into an amazingly fine school—

about sixteen hundred students are enrolled, they come from

forty-five different countries, and are about equally divided

between Christians and non-Christians. With so many religions

and nationalities represented, you might well expect the

University to be s turbulent place, but ^ isn't. Dodge has

only one rule for them, and it is this: Jfte ladies and

gentlemen. Respect the religions and nationality of others."

Although most of the teachers are Christians, Bayard Dodge does

not permit 4IH4TO^ anyone to attempt to convert the non-Christian

students—he prefers to make better Jews out of Jews, better

Mohammedans out of Mohammedans, bfcteter Christians out of

Christians, Is you read about the work of Bayard Dc%e, you

too will realize that here is another great Araerlcan whom

Jerome Beatty has found in travels.

All together I think that "Americans all over" contains
fifteen

exhbitis of our compatriots at work in foreign coutnries.

Ke tells of a Harvard graduate whom the pygmies regard as a

white god; of a missionary teacher who got the Arabs to listen

to hi# by pulling their aching teeth; of a New Englander

who balanced Hungary's budget; og a Chlcagoan who takes

merry-go-rounds and tattoed women up Jungle trails in Borneo

giving carnitoal shows for the wild men; e£-«-©nd-5hen-he

and of many more. Interesting as these stories are, another

part of the book is equally good—the part in which he tells

the story of few-k«-«fta-h4«-w4fof how he and his wife tracked

these people down. As I expect I told you at the beginning of

this talk, Mr. and Mrs. Beatty didn't know very much about
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foreign travel when they started out, so they saw everything

with wide open andslighfcly surprised eyes. They had a^ fine

time, and they give you one in reading their book, "American

all over."
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The complete radio activity of the Kocheoter (H.Y.)

Public Library Includes * weekly broadcast during the school

year to children in the fifth and sixth grades* a weekly prograa

of book talks and reviews for adults, and an occasional series

devoted to local history* At this writing, we are negotiating

the broadcasting of a winter series of free public lectures

sponsored by us and held weekly in our auditorium. This schedule

of activity embraces the three radio station in Rochester*

The script Included In this book Is from the adult

series of book talks, of which we have presented about elxty^flve.

Ordinarily we follow the plan of talking about three or four books

that are related either through their subject or their authorship*

tfe vary this plan by occasional interviews with persons represent-

ing sone special phase or interest of books and reading* The

first adult series ever presented by us was in 1933 and concerned

our own resources and facilities* Row, h<nNyf*r* we think of our

radio procreras not as a publicity medium but as an opportunity

for another public library service to the ooranunity, and one that

is rich in good-will towards us*

John Adams Lowe
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The complete radio activity of the Rochester (N.Y.)

Public Library includes a weekly broadcast during the school

year to children in the fifth and sixth grades, a weekly program

of book talks and reviews for adults, and an occasional series

devoted to local history. At this writing, we are negotiating

the broadcasting of a winter series of free public lectures

sponsored by us and held weekly In our auditorium. This schedule

of activity embraces the three radio station in Rochester.

The script included in this book Is from the adult

series of book talks, of which i*e have presented about sixty-five.

Ordinarily we follow the plan of talking about three or four books

that are related either through their subject or their authorship.

We vary this plan by occasional interviews with persons represent-

ing some special phase or Interest of books and reading. The

first adult series ever presented by us was in 193^ and concerned

our own resources and facilities. Now, however, we think of our

radio programs not as a publicity medium but as an opportunity

for another public library service to the community, and one that

is rich in good-will towards us.

John Adams Lowe
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The LIBRARY BOOK PARADE broadcast January 24, 1939 was

an extemporaneous interview between ivirs. Harper Sibley

and wr. ^eRoy G-. ̂ rovins, concerning the then current

mld-wlnter exposition of the Council of Church Women.
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